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S111111ary
of Results of Previous NSFSupport

This is a request for renewal of the CedarCreekLTER
grant (NSF/BSR
8612104;
Succession, Productivity andDynamicsin T~rate MixedEcosystemsin Minnesota;
$275,000/yr;1/15/87 to 1/14/89; D. Tilman and D. Grigal, Co-PI's). The goals and
achievementsof the first 6 years of LTER
at CedarCreekNatural History Area (CCNHA)
are
sumnarizedbelow and discussed in relation to future research in the proposal.
Publications documentingour achievementsare listed at the end of this sumnary.
Our central goal is to understandthe causes of the successional dynamicsand
spatial structure of CCNHA
ecosystems.CCNHA,
which is located at the prairie-forest
boundary,contains a mosaicof old fields, prairie, oak savanna, oak forest, and wetlands.
These landscape elements differ in productivity, herbivory, disturbance history, soil
processes, and landscape position. Eachof these factors interacts with and covaries with
the other factors. To understandthe cause of spatial and temporal dynamics,we uncouple
these factors through long-term experiments,find howthey are linked in nature through
long-term observations, and synthesize these data throughecosystemmodelsand general
ecological theory. Our worklooks at the direct, indirect, and feedbackeffects of
ecosystemelements on each other.
Successionis a universal ecological process, but it is slow. Only long-term
observations can adequately describe succession. Only long-termexperimentationcan
unravel paths of causation, and distinguish spurious correlation fromcausation. At CCNHA,
60 years after cessation of agriculture, fields have neither returned to pre-agricultural
nitrogen levels nor re-attained their woodycover. Ourhighest priority initially wasto
establish long-termexperimentaland observational plots in old fields. Wenowhave over
1100permanentexperimentalplots, as well as 2300permanentobservational plots
distributed among22 fields in a successional chronosequence.Weare building a
systematic, long-tenn data set that has already provenuseful, but that becomes
increasingly uniqueand powerfulwith each additional year of data.
Field experiments,each well-replicated within a given field and most repeated in 4
different successional fields, fal 1 into 4 major classes: studies of (1) soil carbon and
nitrogen dynamicsand controls, (2) primary productivity, (3) herbivory, and (4)
disturbance regimes. Studies of C andN dynamicsinclude (a) litter-decomposition
experiments; (b) effects of nitrogen addition on nitrification and leaching losses; (c)
experimental studies of Nfixation by soil algae, legumes,free- living soil bacteria, and
associative N-fixers; (d) studies of denitrification; {e) studies of microbial biomass,
dissolved organic C, and N dynamics;and (f) changesin the compositionand structure of
the microbial comnunity. Primaryproductivity experimentsinclude (a) addition of
nutrients one at a time or in combinationto determinewhichlimit production; (b)
experimental productivity gradients of natural vegetation within deer and gopher
exclosures; and (c) similar experimentalproductivity gradients with all herbivores
present. Herbivoreexperimentsinclude (a) selective removalof herbivore guilds
(foliage-feeding insects; xylem-and phloem-feedinginsects; below-groundfeeding insects;
Microtus pennsylvanicus; Geomys
bursarius; all herbivores); (b) deer exclosures at the
marginsof old fields to determinethe role of deer herbivory in succession; and (c)
comparisonsof fenced and unfencedN gradients to determineeffects of gophers and deer.
Disturbanceexperimentsinclude (a) comparisonsof disturbed versus undisturbedplots that
receive different N additions; (b) a 24-yr running set of prescribed burns in large
blocks of native oak savannadesigned to test effects of fire frequency; (c) prescribed
burns at various frequencies in a 25-yr old field; and (d) manipulationsof water table
depth to mimicthe potential impactof climate change. Moststudies have beendone in the
samefields in a coordinatedmanner,so that results of one study are directly relevant
to others.
·

i

Permanentobservational plots are located in a chronosequenceformedby 22 old fields
of different ages. Withineach field we established 100 pennanentquadrats (150 in two
fields) for repeated, non-destructive samplingof vegetation to species, soils (total N,
pH, organic matter, sand silt, clay), and disturbance events. Other quadrats have been
sampledfor total plant biomass(abovegroundand belowground,the fonner separated to
leaves and stems), soil chemistry (total N; pH;dissolved organic C; total organic C;
extractable NH
4 and N03), microbial biomass,microfungi(identified to species by M.
Christensen), 11\YCOrrhi
zal fungi, sma11 mammals
(to species), and grasshoppers(to
species). This chronosequencehas provided a rich description of the changingimportance
of various processes during succession. Byperiodic resampling, wewill determinethe
extent to which inferences based on a chronosequence
are indicative of the actual pattern
of dynamicchangeduring succession.
Our observational studies suggest that N dynamics,light, disturbance history, and
herbivory are the major factors influencing successional dynamicsand spatial patterning
at CCNHA.
Lowlevels of Nin newly abandonedfields, and the 100+years required for soil
N levels to return to that of undisturbedsavanna,maypartially explain the pattern and
rate of succession, especially the slow revegetation by woodyplants. However,this can
not explain the dominationof early successional, N-poorfields by annuals and short-lived
perennials. Mighttheir dominancebe the result of the transient dynamicsof competitive
displacement?Our experimentshave shownthat transient dynamicsare a general responseof
ecosystemsto perturbation. Are the results that we have observed after 6 years of
nutrient addition indicative of the eventual relations betweenecosystemstructure and
productivity? Or are the species that dominateafter 6 years also transients to be
displaced by other species? Wedo not yet knowhowlong an experiment must proceed
before it is possible to distinguish betweentransient dynamicsand long-term effects.
Our modelspredict that transient dynamicsmaylast for 30 to 40 years in grasslands. If
this is so, our experimentsmayneed to proceedfor another 25 to 35 years.
Slow increases in soil N and plant biomassduring secondarysuccession at CCNHA
suggest that the successional gradient is also a productivity gradient. However,contrary
to our initial hypothesis, there are dramaticdifferences betweenthe correlational
patterns observed betweenecosystemstructure and productivity in successional fields and
those observed in native, undisturbedecosystems.Wedo not knowwhat causes these
differences. Why,for instance, do plants that dominatethe poorest soils of secondary
succession have root:shoot ratios almost 5 times lower than plants that dominatethe least
productive areas of non-successionalecosystems?Whyis Agropyronrepens dominanton N
poor soils during succession, but on the most N-rich soil in our experimentalNgradients?
Giventhe length of time that successional fields remainfree of a woodyoverstory, whydo
woodypl ants of N-poor,undisturbed soils, such as Corylus and ericaceous species, not
cometo dominatethe old fields? In other words,whyis species compositionalong the
successional productivity gradient so different fromthat along a non-successional
productivity gradient, thoughboth have similar physiognomic
characteristics? Weshall
address these questions by continuing our existing research and by expandingit to include
studies of productivity gradients in additional post-successional habitats.
Our workhas demonstratedthe powerof combiningobservational, experimental, and
theoretical approaches,and the need for long-term studies. It has led us to fonnulate a
series of general theoretical predictions that we nowwish to test not only at CCNHA,
but
also by performingcomparisonsacross the NorthAmericanproductivity gradient represented
by the LTER
network.CCNHA
is an importantmemberof this networkbecause it is the only
LTERsite on the prairie-forest boundary.This boundarybetweenherbaceousand woody
species is a major transition point for NorthAmericanbiomes,and is similar to the
transition from herbaceousto woodyvegetation that occurs during succession at CCNHA.
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SUCCESSIOOAL
DYNAMICS
ANDSPATIAL
PATTERNING
BORDER
IN ECOSYSTEMS
ATTHEPRAIRIE-FOREST

I. INTRIDJCTIOO

Ecologydeals with the causes of patterns in nature. Thesimplicity of this
definition belies the complexitythat ecologists face. The ecological world is a multicausal system in which patterns arise fromdirect effects of physical factors, frombiotic
interactions, and from feedbacksof one species or systemelement on another.

Some

effects cascade from the top of the trophic chain downward
(e.g., Carpenter, Kitchell and
Hodgson1985; Carpenter et a1. 1988).Others comefrom the bottomand moveupward(e.g.,
Tilman 1977, 1982).Still others start in the middle and moveboth up and down.
Despite the complexityof causality in natural systems, somegeneral patterns are
common
to most ecosystems. Twoof these patterns -- dynamicsof succession and changes in
ecosystemstructure along productivity gradients -- have beenmajor themesin American
ecology for the 8 decades since the pioneering workof Cowles(1899), Cooper(1913)and
Clements(1916). MacMahon
(1981; p. 277) reviewed this workand concluded"there is a
surprising degree of pattern to the successional processes in various parts of the world."
Whatcauses different ecosystemsto have similar successional patterns? Similarly, on a
wide range of spatial scales, ecosystemswith different species compositionsand
evolutionary pasts have qualitatively similar properties along productivity gradients
(Whittaker 1975). Onglobal and regional scales in temperate, tropical, and mediterranean
biomes,the life history, morphology,physiology, diversity, tissue chemistry, and
nutrient cycling characteristics of primaryproducers changein similar waysalong
productivity gradients (e.g., Beard 1944, 1955, 1983, Whittaker 1975, Mooney1977, Cody
and Mooney1978, Vitousek et al. 1982,Tilman 1982, 1988a,Flanaganand VanCleve 1983).
Qualitatively similar patterns are repeated on virtually every other spatial seal e, from
within-biomedifferences caused by soil parent materials, to soil catenas within
landscapes, to small-scale heterogeneity within fields. Whatfactors cause these similar
ecosystembehaviors across this range of scales? At CedarCreekNatural History Area
1

(CCNHA),
we are using long-term observations and experiments,and a variety of models, to
address these questions. The major themeof our workis the cause of temporal
(successional) and spatial patterns, both with the ecosystemof CedarCreek, and across
the biomesof North America.
Webelieve that we must understandthe causes of broad, general patterns, such as
successional dynamicsand spatial patterning along productivity gradients, if weare to
put other patterns in perspective. Broad,general, and repeatable patterns are likely to
result from a common
set of environmentalconstraints and organismaltradeoffs (Tilman
1986, 1988a,Hustonand Smith 1987). Themajor environmentalconstraints to organisms
comefromthe ecosystem-level processes of energy flow and nutrient cycling. The
organismaltradeoffs comefromthe "jack of all trades, master of none"principle: an
organismwith a morphology,physiology, and/or 1ife history to overcomeone type of
environmentalconstraint cannot have an alternative morphology,physiology, and/or 1ife
history helpful in overcomingother constraints. For plants, major tradeoffs comefrom
carbon allocation to leaves, stems, roots, and seeds and from protein (nitrogen)
allocation to different physiological systemsand defensive compounds
(Tilman1988a).
Decomposers,
herbivores, and carnivores face simi1ar tradeoffs. Thesea11ocation
tradeoffs in turn affect ecosystemprocesses through the types, amounts,placement, and
phenologyof litter return and nutrient uptake. A premiseof our approachis that the
spatial and temporal patterns of ecosystemsarise, in part, fromthe interactions between
the constraints imposedby ecosystemprocesses and the tradeoffs that organismsface in
dealing with these constraints.
At one level, plant community
dynamicsmightbe explained as resulting fromthe
constraints of the inverse relation betweenthe supply of a limiting soil resource and
light, and the allocation-based tradeoffs plants have to these resources (Pastor et al.
1982, 1984, Tilman 1982, 1985, 1987, 1988a,Hustonand Smith 1987). Wehypothesizethat
this constraint arises partly froma positive feedbackbetweenvegetation and soil through
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litter decay and plant uptake, which is in turn boundedby negative feedbacksbetween
plant biomassand light extinction, mineral N concentration and leaching loss, and the
constraints of temperature and soil water availability

(Pastor and Post 1986,Tilman

1985, 1987, 1988a,DeAngel
is et al. 1986). Herbivory, fire, and other disturbances alter
these feedbacks, form additional feedbackloops, and modifythe ecosystemconstraints.
Furthermore,our understandingof the nature of these feedbacksand constraints dependson
the temporal and spatial scales over whichthey are measured. For example,at microsite
and annual scales, soil nutrient availability constrains plant growthand competition, but
over decadal and landscape scales, there is a litter return, decompositionand nutrient
release feedback loop. The interactions amongfeedbacksand constraints and the different
temporal and spatial scales over whichthey workare predicted by theory to produce
complexecosystemdynamicsthat can only be demonstratedthrough long-termexperimentsand
observations and explained through the rigorous distillation

of hypothesesinto dynamic

ecosystemmodels.
Mostecological research - both observational and experimental - has been short term
(Fig. I). The "observational" studies shownin Figure IA as being longer than 50 years
are not based on direct observation, but are reconstructions from chronosequencesor
paleoecological records {Tilman1988b). Fewerthan 7%of field experimentshave lasted
even 5 years (Fig. 1B). However,manyshort-term experimentshave producedstatistically
significant results that often have been interpreted as the long-term equilibrial effect
of the treatments.

In striking contrast, the CCNHA
LTER
experimentshave demonstrated

that the "result" of an experimentalmanipulation is a succession of peaks of transient
dominanceby various species, which in turn affect and are affected by ecosystem
properties {Tilman1988). The immediateeffect of our manipulations has often been the
opposite of that observed after 6 years (Fig. 2; Tilman 1987a, 1988a, 1988b).Several
theories suggest that such transient dynamicsshould be general features of complex
systems (e.g., DeAngel
is et al. 1986, Tilman 1985, 1988a).If this is true, short-term
experimentsmust be interpreted as having transient dynamicsthat can be the exact
3
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In order to estimate the average durations of ecological research projects,
issues of Ecologypublished during 1977- 1987were randomlyselected, and all papers in
each issue were classified as to the type of study and its duration. A total of 749
papers were included in the sample.
Figure I.

A. Of these 749 papers, 623 were based mainly on field observations or field
experiments.The histogramsshowthe proportion of these 623 papers that reported a data
record with a duration of less than one year (study duration of O - 1), from 1 up to, but
not including, 2 years, etc. The data shownare based on the actual or inferred duration
of a study. Studies based on chronosequencesand paleoecological reconstructions were
assigned a duration equal to the length of the chronosequence
or of the paleoecological
record. Moststudies shownas longer than 10 years, and all studies shownas longer than
50 years,were based not on direct observation, but on chronosequencesor paleoecology.
Note that 80%of all studies in this samplehad a duration of 3 field seasons or less.
B. Of the 623 studies, 180reported results of field experiments.Long-termfield
experimentsare rare, with 85%of field experimentslasting less than 3 years. Phenomena
that occur on longer time scales, such as successionand various ecosystemfeedback
effects, cannot be understooduntil they are addressedwith observational and experimental
studies that are sufficiently long to encompassthe underlying processes and responses.
(fromTilman 1988b)
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Figure 2. Transient responses to N addition. Themean(as an open circle or solid dot)
and the standard error (as vertical bars) of a species' abundancein unmanipulatedcontrol
plots (opencircles, broken lines) or in plots with a high rate of nitrogen addition
(solid dots, solid lines) in Field D, a prairie openingin native oak savanna (Tilman
1987a, 1988a). Somespecies (e.g., Ambrosia)respondedsignificantly to N addition the
first year, but not later. Others respondedsignificantly the 2nd or 3rd year (Poa,
Solidago), but not later. Others (Rubus)did not respond initially, but did for the next 5
years. This experimentshowsthat the qualitative nature of significant treatment effects
can change fromyear to year, giving an "outcome"
that is time dependent.

opposite of their long-term outcome. Therefore, if we are to understandthe causes of
ecosystempatterns, it is imperative that experimentsbe allowed to proceedfor a
sufficiently long time to be correctly interpreted. This, unfortunately, has not often
been the case in ecology, a situation that the LTER
programis designed to correct.
CCNHA
is a mosaicof landscape elements that differ in their disturbance history,
their productivity, and their landscape position. Almost40%of CCNHA's
2185hectares are
nowundergoingsecondarysuccession after abandonment
from agriculture. A series of 78
old fields of documentedpast history, ranging fromnewlyabandonedto 61 years old, are
available for comparativeand experimental research. Becausemostof the remaining60%of
CCNHA
has never been farmedor clearcut, it provides excellent sites for observational and
experimental studies of patterns of variation in non-successionalecosystems.
There are two striking features of succession at CCNHA.
First, secondarysuccession
yields a temporal productivity gradient. Whenwe beganour research, we hypothesizedthat
species would separate out in the sameorder along this temporal gradient as they do along
spatial or experimental productivity gradients (Tilman1982, 1985). However,our results
have refuted this hypothesis (Tilman1988a;compareFigs. 4 and 8). Whydon't species
occur in the sameorder along successional productivity gradients as along experimental
productivity gradients? Howdoes the superposition of these two types of productivity
gradients cause the spatial patterning of the CCNHA
landscape? Second,although open
canopiedoak forest is common
in post-successional vegetation at CCNHA
(without frequent
fires), it has never established in forest-surrounded fields as old as 60 years. Whyis
succession so slow? Why,after 60 years, have old fields becomeprairie, not oak savanna?
Whatdetennines whether herbaceousor woodyspecies will becomedominant- i.e., what
causes prairie versus savanna or forest? Havedisturbances such as fire or fanning
altered soils so that trees can no longer growon old fields, even in the absenceof fire,
or can herbaceousvegetation prevent successful invasion of woodyplants, or does
herbivory prevent woodyplant establishment? Doesthe answerdependon the scale and
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intensity of disturbance? Whatare the consequencesat the ecosystemlevel?
At CCNHA
and elsewhere, disturbance, productivity, herbivory, nutrient dynamics,and
landscape position covary, and their separation is difficult.

The interactions among

these elements maypropagatethroughboth population and ecosystemlevels, resulting in
various patterns across the landscape and through time. WithinCCNHA
old fields, more
productive areas are more likely to be grazed or browsedby deer, grasshoppers,and
gophers and to burn morefrequently, and fertile soils are morelikely to be disturbed by
gophersor farmedby settlers.

However,frequent disturbances decrease soil fertility and

thus act as a negative feedbackon the increase in soil fertility wefind during old field
succession. Just as all of CCNHA
is a mosaic, so are individual fields and forests, for
soils are spatially heterogeneousin fertility

and disturbance history. Someof the

heterogeneity results from landscapeposition as materials are moveddownslope,but a
great deal is still

unexplained.In order to understandthe causes of spatial and temporal

patterning at CCNHA
and elsewhere, it is necessary to consider the direct and indirect
effects and interactions of landscape position, disturbance, productivity, herbivory and
nutrient cycling on several spatial and temporal scales. Todo this, we have established
experimentalmanipulations, becauseonly experimentscan separate causation fromspurious
correlation. Wehave also established long-termobservations to documentthe natural
correlational relationships amongthese variables.
The temporal patterns of CCNHA
ecosystemsare mainly successional, for most result
fromdisturbance. Thedisturbance could be global, such as climate change,regional, such
as farmingor fire, or local, such as treefall gaps or gophermounds.Whateverthe source
of a disturbance, it is likely to have a long-termeffect on the dynamicsand structure of
the area disturbed. The spatial patterns of ecosystemshave two maincomponents:one from
the successional status of a site and one from its productivity and landscapeposition.
At CCNHA,
as in manyother habitats, productivity and landscape position are linked. The
linkage, though, maybe tighter at CCNHA
than elsewhere becauseof the uniformity of
parent materials fromwhichthe soils have developed.
5

Successional dynamicsand spatial patterning both result frominteractions among
evolutionary and population processes (e.g., life history differentiation, competition,
herbivory, colonization), ecosystemprocesses (nutrient cycling, accumulation,and
downslopemovement),top-downand feedbackeffects of plants and herbivores on soils,

and

bottom-upeffects of soils on plants and herbivores. Thus, an understandingof temporal
and spatial patterns requires a synthesis of causal mechanisms
at population, community,
and ecosystemlevels, heretofore disparately consideredby mostecologists. Furthermore,
a study of temporal and spatial patterning at CCNHA
mesheswell with the five core areas
for the LTER
Program,since these patterns involve disturbances as well as changesin
productivity, in the spatial and temporal distributions of plant and animal populations,
in soil organic matter, and in nutrient pools and cycles.
These, then, are the premises, themesand questions that guide the CCNHA
LTER
project. Our research focuses on soil processes, primary producers, herbivores, and
disturbances. Weare interested in the details of each of these, but even more interested
in the indirect effects and feedbacksof each of these elements on the others. Becauseof
the greater rapidity of changein recently disturbed areas than in non-disturbed areas, we
beganour LTER
workfocusing on successional dynamics,especially in our diverse array of
abandonedfields.

The long-termexperimentaland observational studies we established

have been fruitful and hold the promiseof significant insights in the future. However,
we nowneed to expandour workinto a broader cross-section of the native, postsuccessional ecosystemsthat constitute a majority of the CCNHA
landscape, including oak
savanna, old growthoak, sugar maple, and white pine upland forests, and lowland black ash
swampand cedar fen. These post-successional areas differ in productivity and fall at
different points along an elevational gradient with respect to the regional water table.
Theyrepresent a gradient of constraints and endpoints to succession, and thus complement
our studies of successional dynamicsand spatial structure at CCNHA.
Our workhas advancedto the stage where it is critical to compareour results with
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those generated at other LTER
sites.

Suchcross-site comparisonsand syntheses provide

alternative tests of our findings, increase the breadth of environmentsto whichthey may
apply, and determinethe generality of the ecosystemconstraints and organismaltradeoffs
studied at CCNHA.
CCNHA
is ideally situated within the LTER
networkand the biomesof
NorthAmericafor such a synthetic approach. It lies within the transition zone between
the grassland biomesto the west and the forest biomesto the east and north (Fig. 3). It
is the only LTER
site at this climatic transition zone betweenherbaceousand woodylife
forms. Moreover,7 sites within the LTER
networkspan the NorthAmericantrans-biome
productivity (moisture) gradient described by Whittaker (1975): Jornada (desert); CPER
(shortgrass prairie); Konza(tal lgrass prairie); Cedar Creek (oak savanna);Kellogg (oak
forests); HubbardBrook(northern hardwoods);and Coweeta(cove forests). Wewi11 use data
collected along this trans-biomegradient for cross-site comparisonsand syntheses that
are directly relevant to the main focus of the CCNHA
LTER
project, including our studies
of the successional transition from herbaceousto woodyspecies at CCNHA
(p. 48).
CCNHA
makesunique and importantcontributions to the LTER
networknot only through
our highly experimental approach,our location at a major biometransition, and our crossbiomecomparisons,but also becausewe attempt to synthesize disparate approachesto
ecological research. Duringthe last 20 years, advancesin understandingof primary
production, population growth, competition,evolutionary ecology, optimal foraging, energy
flow, and nutrient cycles have beengained by ignoring or greatly simplifying higher or
lower level phenomena.Oneportion of an ecosystemhas been studied in great depth while
other portions impingingon it have been treated as constant or have been ignored.We
believe that major advances in ecological understandingwill nowcomefroma synthesis of
the principles, processes, and mechanisms
of population and community
ecology into the
frameworkof the entire ecosystem.However,this synthesis requires coordinated,
simultaneous, long-termexperimentaland observational studies of majorprocesses on all
these levels. Our studies of the mechanisms
of interspecific interactions and feedbacksof
various species on each other and on ecosystemprocesses is contributing to this
7

synthesis. By perfonningour research in a balanced manneracross the disciplines of
population, community,and ecosystemecology, and by encouragingcommunication
and
cooperation within our group and amongLTER
sites, we are adding this element of crossdisciplinary synthesis to the LTER
network.
The CCNHA
LTER
project is designed to determinethe causes of successional dynamics
and spatial patterning in CCNHA
ecosystems.Wehave already gathered a rich data set that
describes the interrelations amongsoil processes, primaryproducers, herbivores and
disturbance in old fields and oak savanna.Wehave established long-tenn observational and
experimental studies in these habitats that will becomeincreasingly powerfulwith each
additional year of data. Wenowwish to continue our present, on-goingresearch and expand
it to encompassa broader range of the ecosystemtypes within CCNHA.
It is especially
important that we add studies of "post-successional" areas within CCNHA,
for these can
help us elucidate the causes of the spatial patterning we observe, as well as provide us
with the endpoints of the successional process at CCNHA.
11. RESfARCH
PLAN

Our plan for the next five years is (1) to continue our experimentaland
observational studies in successional fields and oak savanna, (2) to establish newlongtenn experimentsand observational studies in post-successional habitats, (3) to add
research in ecosystemmodelling, and (4) to performcross-site comparisonsand syntheses.
These activities are interdependent, each providing data and insights useful to the
other. Our studies in post-successional habitats, for instance, will establish the
relationships betweenecosystemtype and environmentalconstraints, including
productivity, at CCNHA.
Our comparisonsacross NorthAmericanbiomeswill explore these
samerelationships on a muchbroader spatial scale. Bothof these provide important
comparisonswith our studies of the factors controlling the transition fromherbaceousto
woodyvegetation during succession and from prairie to oak savannato forest in nonsuccessional ecosystems.Our ResearchPlan has five categories: A. Long-Tenn
Observations;
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B. Long-TennExperiments;C. EcosystemModels;D. Cross-Site Syntheses; and E. the Five
CoreTopics. The Five Core Topics fonn an importantfocus and a source of breadth for our
work. They are imbeddedin the discussion that follows and su1T111arized
in section E.
A. LONG-TERM
OBSERVATIONAL
RESEARCH
AT CCM-IA

Long-tennobservational data sets are rare in ecology (Figure 1) but of central
importance(e.g., Franklin 1988).Only such data can documentthe dynamicnature of
population, community,and ecosystemprocesses and parameters.Static views can give
misleading pictures of interactions amongthe parts of ecosystems.Wehave established a
set of pennanent,unmanipulated,long-termobservational plots in a successional
chronosequence,and will establish similar plots in the major post-successional types of
CCNHA.
The latter areas occur along a spatial gradient from upland to lowland. For both
the successional gradient and the post-successional ecosystems,observational data cover
the five core LTER
topics and address the specific hypothesesthat guide our project. The
other componentof our long-term observational workcomesfromregular measurements
of
chemical and physical environmentalvariables at CCNHA.
1. Observationsin the old-field successional chronosequence

At the time of Europeansettlement in the lBBO's,upland areas of CCNHA
were a mosaic
of oak savanna and prairie, with scattered stands of jack pine, white pine or sugar maple.
By 1910, about 40%of CCNHA
had been clearcut and cultivated (Pierce 1954).Thewel1sorted, extremely well-drained fine sands of CCNHA
were initially

low in nitrogen, and

were easily depleted by cropping practices. By the late 1920's fanners beganabandoning
fields and secondarysuccession beganunder conditions of significant nitrogen limitation.
Seventy-eight fields of knownpast history (Pierce 1954), ranging in size from 2 to more
than 40 ha, have been abandonedon land that is nowCCNHA.
Additional fields are still
fanned, and will be abandonedover the next 50 years. Thesefields are a valuable
resource for studies of succession.
After preliminary sampling in 1982,we selected 22 fields, based on soil parent
material, topographyand age, to form a successional chronosequence.Of these, 18 are
9

reserved for observations that imposeminimaldisturbance; portions of 4 additional fields
(AB, C, and E) are used for experimentation. In all 22 fields, soils and vegetation
(Inouye, et al.

1987b,Tilman 1987a, 1988a),rates of nutrient loss (via 10 lysimeters

per field), gophermoundsand disturbance (Inouyeet al. 1987a),small mammals
(Huntly and
Inouye1987)and foliage-feeding insects (Huntlyand Inouye1988b)will be monitored
annually in permanentplots. Wewill al so install a piezometer(sandpointwell) in each
old field for monitoringdepth to water table each month.This will determinewhereeach
field falls on an elevational gradient from lowlands to uplands (p. 19). In addition,
areas within each field have beendesignated for periodic smal1-scal e destructive sampling
(e.g. above- and below-groundpl ant biomass).All plots were established such that
sampling of one wouldhave minimalimpacton the others.
Soils and Life Forms: Samplinghas revealed a rich array of statistically
significant, interrelated successional patterns. Total soil Nand mineral N (KClextractable NH
4 and N03) increased significantly with field age (Fig. 4A, 4B). Leaching
loss of N is low throughoutsuccession. Nmineralization increased steadily with field
age, but the relative rate of Nmineralization per gramof total Ndecreasedwith field
age, suggesting a decline in organic matter quality (Pastor et al. 1987b). Cover by
annual plants (Fig. 4C)decreased, but perennial plants (Fig. 40) and litter increased
with soil N and age. Total plant biomass{belowground
plus aboveground)
increased with
field age (Fig. 4G). Unlike other successions, this was not caused by increased stem
biomass {Fig. 4J), but by increases in root biomass(Fig. 41) and leaf biomass(Fig. 4H).
Root biomassincreased morerapidly than did leaf biomass,causing root:shoot ratios to
increase with field age (Fig. 4K).Woodypl ants (Fig. 4F) increased with age and N but,
despite their abundancein nearby uncut forests, were less than 15%of vegetative cover in
the 60-yr fields.

Weare nowperformingexperimentalworkand collecting additional

observational data to test various hypothesesthat mayexplain these patterns.
Species Richness: Total species richness (Fig. 4L), and quadrat-to-quadrat
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heterogeneity in species compositionwithin a field, increased with field age. In
contrast, species richness of individual quadrats decreased with increasing soil N.
Species richness per quadrat also decreased fol lowingexperimentalN addition {Tilman
1987a).Thus, the greater species richness of older fields was not caused by an increased
numberof species within individual quadrats, but by increased quadrat-to-quadrat soil
heterogeneity within older fields, probably related to gophermounds.Eventhoughgopher
mounds,the major source of disturbance, are morecommon
in youngerfields, they have a
greater effect on soil heterogeneity in older fields (Inouye, et al. 1987a)because
gophersdeposit subsurface soil low in N uponN enriched surface horizons.
Species Responses: Mostcommon
plant species separate clearly

along the

chronosequence(Tilman1988a; Fig. 5), and in relation to total soil N (Tilman1987a; Fig.
6). Comparisonof Figure 5 and 6 reveals that manyearly successional species (Ambrosia
artemisiifolia, Agrostis scabra, and Crepis tectorum)reach peak abundanceat low soil N
(<400mg/kg).Similarly, manylate successional species (Schizachyriumscoparium,
Sorghastrumnutans, Rubussp. and Artemisia ludoviciana) reach peak abundanceat high soil
N within individual fields and for all fields combined.Somespecies, however, have
patterns inconsistent with this generalization. Ourfuture experimentaland observational
work is designed to determinethe causes of such patterns.
Herbivores: Weare observing dramatic changesin herbivore and carnivore densities
in the 18 minimally disturbed old fields. Microtuspennsylvanicus, an herbivore, was
extremely rare in all old fields in 1983, increased almost 100-fold by 1986, and declined
4-fold in 1987(Fig. 7A). Peromyscusleucopuswas fairly stable from 1983to 1985,
increased 4-fold in 1987, and declined 50%in 1987(Fig. 7B). The insectivorous shrew,
Sorex cinereus, increased during this period (Fig. 7C). As mammalian
herbivores were
increasing, grasshopperswere decreasing, with densities in 1987less than 1/10 of 1984
(Fig. 7D). Year-to-year changes in grasshopperand small mammal
densities occurred
simultaneously in all 18 fields, independentof successional age. Wehave a longer-term
record for deer densities in the CCNHA
region (Fig. 7E), which increased almost IO-fold in
11

Dynamics of Succession at Cedar Creek
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Figure 5. Dynamicsof old field succession at CCNHA.
In our survey of the successional
chronosequence,we recorded the percent cover of all species within a total of 2300
permanentquadrats. (Thereare 100quadrats per field in 20 fields, and 150 quadrats per
field in 2 fields). Similarly, wehave 40 permanentquadrats per successional field in
each of the 11 sequentially abandoned20 x 100mplots of the "Lawrence
Successional
Plots" at CCNHA.
For most of these, we have estimates of plant abundancein each quadrat
each year since abandonment.
Wecalculated the average abundanceper field or successional
plot for each species, and used these to infer the successional dynamicsof the col111lon
species. Thus, the figure above is based on a total of 33 fields or plots of known
successional age. Figure from Tilman (1988a).
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quadratic (Q) models. The best fit, and its correlation coefficient (r) are indicated, as
well as the numberof data points (n). Figure fromTilman (1987a).
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Figure 7. Herbivorepopulation dynamicsat CCNHA.
A. Microtus pennsylvanicus, a vole, can be a major herbivore in CCNHA
old fields, but has
dramatic changes in its densities fromyear to year. Eachpoint shownis an average based
on trapping data from 18 old fields each year.
B. Peromyscusleucopus is a seed-eating mousethat also displays great changesin its
density, based on annual trapping data from 18 old fields.
C. Sorex cinereus, an insectivore, has also has large changes in its density in these 18
fields.
D. Grasshoppersare the major insect herbivore at CCNHA.
Basedon monthlysampling of
grasshopperdensities, identified to species, in these 18 old fields, grasshopper
densities declined significantly while small manmaldensities increased.
E. White-tailed deer are common
at CCNHA,
especially during winter, whenthey yard in the
white cedar swamps,and feed on woodyplants. Theydisperse from CCNHA
during the summer.
The MinnesotaDepartmentof Natural Resources performsannual surveys for the CCNHA
region, including winter counts fromhelicopters. The DNR
data provide an index of deer
densities. This index showsa rapid increase in deer density since 1976.

the past decade, apparently caused by changesin hunting regulations. However,as yet, we
have no explanation for small mammal
or grasshopperdynamics. Our further observational
work, and experiments,will address this question.
Becausesampling in 1982and 1983showedthat vegetation changein old fields was
quite slow, we decided that resources wouldbe best spent if weresampledthe 22 old
fields only every 5 to 7 years. However,we established permanentplots for annual
samplingof plant species biomassin 3 old fields and in oak savanna. Thesereveal more
dynamicchangethan expected (Fig. 8) and surprising differences amongfields. Wethought
old fields wouldhave slow, long-term successional trends on whichwouldbe superimposed
effects of climatic variation, but that savannawouldshowonly climatic effects. However,
someof the greatest changesare occurring in savanna.These results raise numerous
questions. If climate is responsible for someof this variation, whydid grasses peak in
one field in the sameyear that they werenear their lowest level in another? Whyare
grasses and forbs negatively correlated in somefields, but not others? Whatrole might
herbivores such as grasshoppersand voles play in causing these dynamics?Could
herbivores, whichhave synchronousincreases and decreases in all fields, cause such
divergent patterns? Couldthese changes, in turn, cause small mammal
cycles?
Wewill not answerthese questions until we have a longer-term record froma larger
set of fields. Starting next field season (1988)wewill expandannual vegetation sampling
to include all 22 old fields and samplevegetation in 12 permanentquadrats per field,
using methodsdescribed by Inouyeet al. (1987b).This will allow us to relate dynamicsof
herbivore species in each field to dynamicsof plant species in the samefield. These
long-term observational data, in combinationwith experimentsdescribed later wil 1 provide
a detailed record fromwhichto infer potential causes of these patterns.
The old field chronosequencehas provided strong correlations, but these need not
indicate causation. Is the apparent increase in total and mineralized soil N really an
increase of N through time, or were fields abandoned50 years ago different in N-status
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Figure 8. Biomassof grasses and forbs in permanent,unmanipulatedcontrol plots that are
sampledannually. Note that the pattern of changeis quite different in each of these four
different fields. Eachpoint showsthe meanand standard error for a given year, based on
6 replicate plots per field. Data collected each year by clipping one 10 cmx 300 cmstrip
of vegetation per plot, sorting this to species, and then drying and weighingit.

from those abandonedrecently? Similarly, are plant dynamicsinferred fromthe
chronosequence(Fig. 5) indicative of the dynamicsthat would be observed through time in
an abandonedfield? If N does increase during succession, we should be able to detect it
whenwe re-sample the 2300permanentold-field quadrats after 7 years in 1990. The slope
of the 1983regression (Fig. 4A)predicts an average increase of 6.8 mgof N kg-1 of soil
yr- 1. After 7 years this should give an increase of almost 50 mg/kg. Becausewe have
archived dried soil samples, uponresamplingin 1990we shall be able to calculate the
differences in total soil N for each quadrat without having to allow for changesin
chemical technique. Similarly, by resamplingthe vegetation we shall determinewhetherthe
dynamicsof vegetation changeon individual quadratsare correctly inferred fromthe
chronosequence.This a critically

important test of the validity of chronosequences.
We

knowof no other resamplingof a chronosequenceto detemine the validity of the dynamics
inferred from a chronosequence.Assumingthat soil N does increase during secondary
succession, what is the cause? Is it N fixation by legumes,blue-green soil algae, or
various associative or free-living N-fixing bacteria in the rhizosphere? Or is it an
accumulationof fixed N via wet and dry fall, whichis not lost fromthe soil? Canaccrual
of soil N be explained by a simple modelof atmosphericinputs and atmosphericand soilleaching losses? Howdo litter accumulationand decompositioninfluence soil during
succession? Whenand whydoes the increase in total andmineralizable N cease? Dolater
successional species producelow-quality litter (high C:Nratio, high lignin content) that
inhibits N accumulationat a point favoring those species? Doperiodic droughts set
boundson soil development?These questions, raised by our workto date, will be addressed
during the next 5 years.
Microbial Community:Soil microorganismsplay an integral role regulating the flow
of nitrogen within terrestrial

ecosystems. However,we knowlittle

of the changes

occuring in the structure and function of the microbial community
during secondary
succession. Nitrogen availability is an important factor directing the composition,
structure and productivity of both plant and small mammal
communitiesduring old field
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succession at Cedar Creek (Tilman1987a, 1988a, Huntly and Inouye1987). In turn,
microbial growthwithin the soil is constrained by the quantity of labile C supplied
through plant litter production (Greyand Williams 1971). Thus, plant and microbial
activities maylimit and balance one another. Doesthe gradual increase in N
mineralization during secondarysuccession correspondto changesin the structure and
function of the microbial community?Whatinfluence do changesin litter chemistryhave
on the microbial community?Are microbial populations moreefficient at utilizing
recalcitrant C late in secondarysuccession? Dopatterns of plant and microbial biomass
production exhibit concomitantpatterns during old field succession becausethey are
linked through C and Navailability?
Wewill address these questions by determiningchangesin the composition,structure
and function of the microbial community
during old field succession at CCNHA.
Our aim is
to directly link differences in species compositionwith functional changesin the
microbial community(e.g. C and N mineralization). Wehave recently determinedthat
microbial biomassincreases during secondarysuccession according to first order kinetics
(Zaket al., unpublisheddata). OrganicC, H2O soluble C, mineral N, and total N also
changewith succession. In addition, laboratory experimentshave been initiated to
simultaneously determinerate constants (k) for C and Nmineralization in the old field
chronosequence. Upontermination of this experiment,soil fungi will be cultured and
identified to species for each soil incubation; additional fresh sampleswere collected to
determine the correspondencein species composition betweenincubated and fresh soil.
The xeric, acidic soils of CCNHA
suggest that fungi maybe dominantdecomposing
organisms;
we will initially

concentrate our effort on these organisms. This workwill be conducted

and analyzed in cooperation with Dr. MarthaChristensen (Dept. of Botany,University of
Wyoming)
currently on sabbatical at IowaState University, whohas separate NSFfunding
for this work at CCNHA.
In addition to changesin the heterotrophic community,
mycorrhizal symbiontsmaychangein abundanceduring succession. This will be addressed
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by NancyJohnson, a doctoral student of DaveTilman. Shewil 1 use a bioassay to determine
differences in the relative mycorrhizal activity for the successional chronosequence,and
identify and count endomycorrhizalspores at these sites.
Ourworkon microbial dynamicsduring old field successionwill complement
and
integrate with other ongoingstudies at CCNHA.
Informationregarding patterns of plant
biomassproduction and species compositionacross the chronosequence
wil 1 be directly
related to the studies outlined above. Therefore, wewill directly link changesin the
plant and microbial communitiesto patterns of C and N cycling during succession.
2. Productivity Gradientsin Post-Successional Ecosystems

As discussed above, we use the old-field chronosequence
to describe both the patterns
of secondarysuccession at CCNHA
and the inter-relations of various environmental
variables, species, and ecosystemprocesses that maycause successional patterns. Upon
renewal, wewill establish comparably-detailedstudies of the causes of spatial variation
in "post-successional" vegetation at CCNHA,
i.e., in ecosystemsthat have not been subject
to major anthropogenicdisturbances. These ecosystemsrepresent the approximate
"endpoints"of succession at CCNHA,
and thus wil 1 provide valuable informationon the
ecosystemprocesses, species, and environmentalfactors that influence the long-term
outcomeof the successional process. Our research in these post-successional habitats will
have two components:a survey of a wide range of post-successional upland habitats, and a
moreintensive study of an upland to lowland productivity gradient.
Survey of Post-Successiona
1 UplandStands: Wewi11 choose40 to 50 stands that are
representative of the range of variation in upland, post-successional ecosystemsof CCNHA.
Stands to be chosenwill range from sugar maple and basswoodforest (such as on Crone's
Knoll, a former island in Cedar BogLakethat has been protected fromfire, first by
open water and nowby wetlands), to red maple stands, red oak stands, black oak stands,
white pine stands, aspen stands, hazel shrub thickets, bur oak stands, stands of
ericaceous shrubs, and prairie openings.Our present workat CCNHA
leads us to hypothesize
that this range of variation is mainly caused by two variables: (1) the position of a
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stand along a complexelevational, productivity and original parent material gradient from
dry, eroded hilltops to low, moist swales; and (2) the disturbance history of an area,
especially its fire frequency. In each stand, wewill performa broad survey of soils and
other physical factors (e.g., total and mineral N; pH; vertical light profiles from canopy
to soil surface; sand, silt and clay; cation exchangecapacity; percent organic matter;
extractable cations and anions), vegetation (biomassand cover estimates, to species;
leaf, root, and stem mass per unit area), herbivores (extent of deer browsing;gopher
activity; small mammal
densities; foliage-feeding insects to species), types and frequency
of present and past disturbances (determinedfrom tree falls, tip up mounds,gopher
mounds,fire scars, presence of local natural fire breaks, etc.) and height abovewater
table and landscape position (fromaerial photographsand topographicmaps).Wewill
performour samplingin permanentlymarkedquadrats, of sizes appropriate to the stand
type, so that we mayresample themat a future date. Byanalyzing these data muchas we
have analyzed our old field survey, and by comparingthemwith the data we have collected
in the oak savannaprescribed burning experiments(p. 37), wewill determinethe interrelations of soils, plants, herbivores and disturbances in these areas. Bycomparing
these patterns with those we are observing during secondarysuccession, we should gain a
better understandingof the causes of patterns in both successional and post-successional
ecosystems.Althoughthis samplingwill be labor-intensive, wehave considerable
experience accomplishingsuch surveys, and are sure of our ability to do this workwithin
the boundsof our resources. Wewill resample these stands every 5 years to documentthe
dynamicsof change in them.
AnUplandto LowlandElevational Gradient: In addition to performingthis broad
survey of post-successional upland ecosystemsof CCNHA,
wewill choosesites in whichto
performmorefrequent monitoringof and moreintensive studies of nutrient and soil
dynamicsand processes, vegetation, herbivores an,ddisturbance (i.e., the Five Core
Topics). Themain area for this workwill be an elevational gradient along a 250m
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transect from the top of a hill NW
of CedarBogLaketo the shore of the lake. This
gradient, whichencompassesa range of post-successional vegetation, is of particular
interest to us because Lindeman(1941)established muchof the transect. Withthe help of
Dr. DonLawrence,Lindeman'soriginal plot markershave been relocated, and we can now
extend Lindeman'sobservations and determinethe dynamicchangesthat have occurred during
the past 50 years. Becausethis transect includes wetlands, it will allow us to extend the
scope of our project to ecosystemsthat maybe highly susceptible to a potentially major
future global disturbance -- climatic changecaused by the accumulationof greenhouse
gases. Weadmit that wetlands do not fit neatly into our studies of successional dynamics,
but they are an important element of spatial (elevational) gradients at CCNHA.
Moreover,
they are a major sink for nutrients and organic matter that have beenmoveddownslope.The
wetland studies that we proposeare an importantsource of breadth to the LTER
project.
The upland to lowland transect crosses five distinguishable ecosystemtypes: (1)
upland mixedoak forest, (2) marginal hardwoodswamp,{3) white cedar swamp,(4) tamarack
swamp,and (5) a sedge mat. Eachdiffers in depth to water table, whichmaybe a driving
or governing variable. Theydiffer widely in productivity, organic-matteraccumulation,
and litter quality, whichmaybe determinedpartly by down-slopetransport of organic
matter and nitrogen. In addition, within CCNHA
we have located and will study two other
replicates of each ecosystemtype, giving us a total of 15 sites for intensive study along
this elevational (soil moisture, water table depth, productivity) gradient.
Our observations along this gradient will be used to describe these ecosystems,and to
test these hypotheses:
(1) Primaryproductivity at different points along this gradient increases with N
availability but decreases the longer the seasonal duration of anaerobic soils.
Anaerobicsoils are a major factor determiningplant physiognomy;
the relationship
betweenprimaryproductivity and plant physiognonywill changedependingon the
seasonal duration of anaerobicsoils, and thus will differ fromwetland to upland
forest.
(2) Water-table is an important factor governing (a) floristic composition;(b)
productivity, {c) decomposition;(d) accumulationof organic matter, and (e) other
soil processes such as N-mineralizationand trace-gas (CO
2, CH
4) emission, only where
it is (on average) within 30-50 cmof the soil/peat surface.
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(3) Fluctuations in water table causedby seasonal and annual climatic variation
will cause substantial alterations only whenthe water table is (on average)within
30-50 cmof the soil/peat surface.
(4) Thewetland section of the slope gradient will respondmorerapidly than upland
forest and old-field sections to climatic ("greenhouse")warming.
(5) The floating mat will respondless rapidly than other wetland communitiesto
climatic fluctuations and the "greenhouse"warmingtrend, becauseof its ability to
rise and fall freely with changingwater tables.
Wewill monitor long-termchangesin primaryproductivity, disturbance, plant and
herbivore populations, and soil processes in each of these 15 sites.

In each site, we

will use nested plots (four small plots for herbs and shrubs nested within one large plot
for trees), with each tree (woodystem> 1 cmdbh)mappedand numberedfor remeasurement.
Incrementcores will be taken from a series of trees along the gradient, to examinegrowth
responses to changingmicro climate and water-table depth. Four shrub and herb sampling
plots will be sampledin each type. Tree plots will be sampledtri-annually; shrub and
herb plots, annually. Eachecosystemtype will provide a single set of observations,
complemented
by replicate samplingof each type at two other locations in CCNHA
where
studies of productivity and nutrient cycling are already in progress. (Zakand Grigal,
unpublisheddata). Insect herbivores will be sampledeach year by methodssimilar to
those used at the Coweetaand AndrewsLTERs
(pers. comm.).Mammals
will be sampledusing
methodssimilar to those for our old fields. Our initial workwill identify key herbivores
to sample in detail each year at all sites.
At each samplinglocation, wewi11 monitorin situ nitrogen mineralization and litter
decomposition.Litter bags will be used to measure decompositionof litter fromdominant
species in each type, and of a standard litter (probablyaspen leaves). Cellulose strips
will be inserted to a depth of 50 cmin the soil of each community
type, to measureloss
of mass in relation to water-table depth. CO
2 and CH
4 evolution will be fol lowed(if a
related project is funded}. Uplandsoil water status will be determinedwith a neutron
soil-moisture gaugeand piezometers;lowland, by piezometers. Soil solution will be
collected with ceramic-cuplysimeters at 10 and 100cmdepth in each samplinglocation,
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with a total of 10 ceramic cup lysimeters per location. Lysimeterswill be inserted into
the soil at a 45° angle to avoid disturbing the soil immediatelyabove the area to be
collected. Samplingfor water and soil processeswill be monthly.
The data will be used to determineplant population and community
dynamics,and their
productivity and carbon storage, along the slope gradient. Changesin populations,
productivity and carbon storage wil 1 be related to soil processes, time, and climaticallyrelated shifts in soil water. Estimatesfromhydrologic modeling,groundwater
information, and concentrations of nutrients in soil solutions will be used along with
data concerningplant uptake and release to identify factors control] ing patterns of
inorganic nutrient inputs and movement.
Lindeman'sreport (1941)indicates significant changes in plant populations during
the drought of the 1930's, especially wherethe water table was near the surface. Hedid
not sample biomassor measuresoil processes, but we assumethat they changedtoo. This
transect should provide a sensitive indicator of ecosystemresponse to climatic change
through measurementof tree ring widths. For instance, tamarackshoweda pronounced
increase in ring widths during the drought of the 1930's (Tilton 1975).
With fire suppression, major disturbance to these habitats comesfromclimatic
variation, windthrow,and pathogens.Taggingand mappingindividual trees will record the
intensity and long-term impactof windthrow.A study described later (p. 41) will
determine impacts of climatic change.Themajor pathogenwe have observed, to date, is oak
wilt, whichaffects only the upper portions of this elevational gradient. Oakwilt
(Ceratocystis fagacearum)is a disease primarily of red oaks (subgenusErythrobalanus),
causing death within a few weeks. Long-distancetransmission is by sap-feeding or treewoundinginsects. Onceestablished the fungi movesvia root grafts (Gibbsand French
1980). Oakforests of the AnokaSand Plain, including CCNHA,
are dominatedby northern
pin oak (Quercusel lipsoidalis), which is extremely susceptible to this disease. Because
of root grafts, (Kuntzand Riker 1950),the disease often develops in clearly-defined
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centers that expandradially about 7.5 m per year (Frenchand Bergdahl 1973). CCNHA
oak
forests contain dead patches of trees ranging froma single tree to approximately75 min
diameter. Becausemortality is concentric about initially-infected individuals, changes
in understory and soil processes are expectedto be similarly concentric. Wewill monitor
the occurrenceand effects of oak wilt in our 3 oak stands. Oak-wilt areas will be sampled
using concentric circular plots for shrubs, herbs, and soil processes sampledalong radii
of the infected area. If we observe major pathogensof species commonat other points
along the elevational gradient, wewill initiate a similar set of observations to
determine their frequency, duration and impact.
3. Physical andChemicalMeasurements

Meteorologicalmeasurements:A variety of meteorological variables are continuously
monitoredand recorded at CCNHA,
addingto a data record that is over 30 years old. The
CRlOweather station, located near the headquartersof CCNHA,
is integrated into a
University of Minnesotanetworkmanagedby Dr. MarkSeeley, Dept. of Soil Science.
Stations automatically transmit data (daily, by telephone) to a central university
facility, with data available within 24 hours of collection. Thesedata are a necessary
input to the hydrologic modeling,and to manyother activities at CCNHA.
Hydrology:Knowledge
of water flow into, through, and out of soils is fundamentalto
understandingnutrient cycling, the dynamicsof soil development, the residence time of
chemical constituents in the soil, and the effects of disturbance on soils and vegetation.
Waterprovides the physical link amonglandscapeunits, particularly betweenupland and
wetland components,and is the transport mechanism
and mediumfor both nutritive and nonnutritive elements. Watercarries elements fromsurface to subsurface soils, fromupland
to lowland, and to shallow groundwater. However,the pathwaysand timing of water flow
through terrestrial

ecosystemsin the glaciated mid-continentare poorly understood. Here

watershedsare not the discrete, physically boundedentities that occur at HubbardBrook
or Coweeta. To characterize water movement
on the 30 m deep sands of CCNHA
requires that
we develop and verify a hydrologicmodelfor our site.
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To do this, we will workwith Dr. KennethBrooks,a professor of hydrologyat the
University, to modifyan existing simulation modelof upland-wetlandsystems(the Peatland
l:Jydrol
ogic Impact f1odel - PHIM).PHIMhas beentested and validated on three separate
Minnesotapeatland and upland systems(Guertin 1984;Guertin and Brooks1985;Guertin et
al., 1987). PHIMis a deterministic, mechanism-based
modelthat accommodates
different
soil-vegetation systemsby characterizing landscapeunits in terms of vegetation type,
rooting depth, soil characteristics, and meteorology.Wewill collect detailed field data
to calibrate PHIMfor CCNHA,
including: continuouslymeasuredstreamflow; infiltration
and subsurface flow using infiltrometers and tracing techniques (see Gafni, 1985);
measurementsof hydraulic gradients and organic soil properties (Gafni, 1985); and water
table levels both in already-established USGS
wells at CCNHA
and in additional wells
(piezometers)wewill install in old fields and along the upland to lowland gradient. The
modelwi11 be integrated into our study of nutrient dynamicsand control and of climatic
charge as a source of ecosystemdisturbance. Themodelwill help us explore the
possibility of "uphill" transport of nitrogen through the water table. Alder (Alnus
rugosa) is a source of nitrate to groundwaters. If the water table is a significant
source of water for upland vegetation, it could al so be a source of N for that vegetation.
Weshall study N fixation by alder, nitrification and nitrate movement
to and in
groundwater,aided by PHIMand perhaps by natural isotopes of N and 0.
Precipitation chemistry: Inorganic inputs to CCNHA
via the atmosphereare monitored
in cooperation with the MinnesotaPollution Control agencyas part of their Acid
DepositionSamplingNetwork. This sampling includes continuousmonitoringof ozoneas
well as wetfall and atmosphericconcentrations of particles and gases on a weeklybasis.
Atmosphericconcentrations are determinedusing a Sierra-AndersenSeries 100constant flow
air sampler and a three-stage Nucleoporemembrane
filter pack, with sulfur dioxide
collected on an alkaline-impregnatedfilter.

Filters are analyzed for 21 anions and

cations. Wetfall is collected with a Aerochem
Metrics Model301wet/dry precipitation
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collector. A recording raingauge verifies collection efficiency and determine loadings.
Samplesof precipitation are analyzed for pH, conductivity, and acidity, and 16 major
cations and anions. After QA/QC
validation, these data are addedto the LTER
data set.
Lysimetry:Leachingmovement
of elements is importantin determiningboth lasses from
upland systemsand gains to groundwaterand peatland systems. To date, we have used two
different methodsto measurethese: isolated soil columns(15 cmdiameter) with ceramiccup lysimeters to quantitatively samplesoil solution; and porousceramiccups to monitor
soil solution chemistry at different depths. The former suffered from a numberof
problems, especially leakage caused by frequent gnawingby gophers on tubing. Thus,we
plan to concentrate on the latter method(monitoringsoil solution chemistry) in the
future. Althoughthe ceramiccups lack a quantitative estimate of volumeof flow, this
will be provided by the calibrated PHIM
model. Ceramic-cuplysimeters are durable,
inexpensive and easily sampled. Wewill install lysimeters in 49 different sites (22 old
fields, 12 stands of oak savanna subject to different burn frequencies, and the 15 sites
along the elevational gradient). There will be 10 lysimeters per site, with 5 of these at
10 cmdepth and 5 at 100 cmdepth. This will provide an excellent description of nutrient
concentration, movementand loss across the full range of CCNHA
ecosystemtypes.
Soil water: Soil moisture is monitoredwith a Troexler neutron probe both in the old
field chronosequenceand along a numberof slope position/aspect combinationsin the oak
forests. Wehave already found correlations amongsoil water content, slope positions in
upland forests, soil organic matter content, and Nmineralization and nitrification within
structurally and floristically

similar oak forests. Watertable depth will be determined

by piezometers in the 22 old fields and along the upland to lowlandgradient.
B. LOOGTERMEXPERIMENTAL
SllJDIES

Weestablished 4 types of interrelated experiments,each designed to determinethe
role of particular processes on temporal and/or spatial patterns in CCNHA
ecosystemsand
to elucidate the causes of carrel ations in the observational data. Becausea changein any
one ecosystemelement has ramifications for all others, wedetermine(as muchas possible
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with our resources) the effect of each treatment on several trophic levels and/or
ecosystemprocesses. The four classes of experimentsare manipulations (with controls) of
(1) carbon and nitrogen dynamics, (2) productivity, {3) herbivores, and (4) disturbance.
Westarted most experimentsin old fields or oak savanna, but are nowbroadening our work
to include post-successional elements of the CCNHA
landscape.
1. Carbonand Nitrogen Dynamicsand Controls

Studies of C and N dynamicsinclude (1) litter-decomposition experiments; (2) effects
of different rates of N addition on nitrification and leaching losses; (3) experimental
studies of Nfixation by soil algae, legumes,free-living soil bacteria, and associative
N-fixers; (4) studies of denitrification; and (5) studies of microbial biomass, dissolved
organic C, total organic C, and N dynamics.
CCNHA
offers a unique opportunity to investigate N dynamicsat a range of spatial and
temporal scales. Temporalscales range frombrief pulses of microbial activity fol lowing
rainfall to long-term N accrual during secondarysuccession. Spatial scales go from
micro-gradients of anaerobiosis and denitrification within soil aggregates to regional N
availability and loss.
The old-field chronosequenceis providing informationon biological and environmental
variables that regulate the di stri bution and accumulationof N during succession. Plant
productivity is linked to and constrained by N availability,

and it feeds back on N
dynamics. Our current data suggest that soil N accrues at a rate of 9.7 kg ha-1 yr- 1 (6.8
mg of N kg-1 of soil yr- 1) during succession at CCNHA.
Annualadditions of atmosphericN,
totaling 9.0 kg ha-1 yr- 1, account for most N entering old fields (Table 1). Biological
inputs through free- living, associative and symbioticfixation are small (McKone
and
Biesboer 1986, Zak and Johnsonunpublisheddata). Export of N during succession is small
in comparisonto annual rates of addition. Atmosphericadditions are two orders of
magnitudegreater than leaching losses measuredwith lysimeters. Thus, N accrual is
mainly determinedby the difference betweenatmosphericloading and leaching loss, muchas
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Table 1. Patterns of nitrogen cycling during old field succession at CCNHA.The
distribution,

reallocation,

input and export of nitrogen are summarizedfor

three old fields of different successional stages.

17 years
I. Nitrogen Poo1s

Field Age
27 years

51 years

---------------- kg/ha ----------------

Aboveground
Biomass

11

13

20

Belowground
Biomass

30

57

100

Pl ant Litter

9

18

23

Microbi a1
Biomass

4

6

9

829

749

1123

Soil Total N
I I. Nitrogen Fluxes

Atmospheric
Additions
Free Living 1
Fixation
NO
3- Leaching
Denitrification 2
Mineralization

----------- kg ha- 1 yr- 1 ----------9
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1 Undetectable levels of c H reduction (Zak and Johnson, unpublished
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data)
2 Undetectably low rates of dentrification during period of measurement.

Olson (1958)found for the sand dunes of southern LakeMichigan.
Althoughour workto date mayexplain N accrual in old fields, it does not explain
the quasi-equilibrium levels we see in oak savannaand in post-successional ecosystems. N
accumulationcan cease only whenloss rates increase to equal input rates. Does
dentrification becomea moresubstantial sink for N as soil organic matter increases
during secondarysuccession? Whatare the seasonal patterns of denitrification in the
old-field chronosequence?In oak savanna? In forest? Canlarge, brief temporal fluxes
cause total soil N to equilibrate late in secondarysuccession? Theseare someof the
central questions wewill pursue with regard to soil N dynamicsin the future.
Wewill also investigate N cycling at several spatial scales. CCNHA
is a mosaicof
ecosystemslinked through energy and matter flow. Uplandecosystemsexport moisture,
nutrients and organic matter downslope. This spatial stratification significantly
influences ecosystemprocesses. For example,denitrification is influenced by topographic
position, drainage and soil texture (Davidsonand Swank1986, Groffmanand Tiedje 1987).
Wehypothesizethat topographicposition and soil moisture are the physical variables that
give rise to spatial and temporal patterns of Navailability and loss at CCNHA.
Do
ecosystemsoccurring on similar landformshave similar soil developmentand cycle Nin
similar patterns? Towhat extent does landformcomplexitywithin individual ecosystems
regulate small-scale spatial variation in N availability and loss?
Fewstudies have characterized spatial patterns of nutrient cycling and extrapolated
themacross large areas (Pastor et al. 1984, Schimelet al. 1985, Zak et al. 1986, 1987,
Zak and Pregitzer 1988). Pastor et al. (1984)observed that patterns of N mineralization
were related to the overstory species, whichin turn were a function of the soilmoisture gradient. In a preliminary study wemeasuredN mineralization, nitrification,
dentrification, and microbial biomassN within 4 major ecosystemsof CCNHA
(Table 2).
Eachof 3 upland and 1 lowland ecosystemwere replicated twice. Nitrogencycling wasmost
dynamicwithin the black ash swamp,wherethe water table is frequently near the soil
surface. Our future workwill use these approachesin studying the upland to wetland
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Table 2. Early-growing
the mean of 2 sites

season N dynamics of 4 ecosystems

in each ecosystem type.

in CCNHA.Values are

Production of mineral N and NOcare

means for May 1987.

ECOSYSTEM Microbial N Mineralization

----------------

Nitrification

ug N/g ------------------

N20-N
ng g-1 hr- 1

Old Field

2.49 a

0.74

a

0.32 a

2.83 a

Oak Savanna

2.52 a

0.89

a

0.49 a

2.95 a

Red Oak Forest

5.89 a

1.05

a

0.28 a

4.07 a

Black Ash Swamp 28.52 b

3.57

b

1.02 a

21.49 b

LSD

4.92

0.34

Note: Means within a column that
significantly
different
at alpha
LSD.

n/s

=

8.26

have the same letter
are not
0.05 using Fisher's protected

gradient and the old fields.
Litter

Feedback and!::! Mineralization:

species is knownto have differential

Although litter

produced by different

decay and N mineralization

tree

rates (e.g., Melillo

al. 1983, Flanagan and Van Cleve 1983, Pastor et al. 1984), such differences

et

are sparsely

documented for forb and grass species (Koelling and Kucera 1965, Holland and Coleman 1987,
Pastor et al. 1987c). The first
has shown that different
mineralization
limiting

two years of a long-term monoculture experiment at CCNHA

species can have rapid and large effects on in situ N

(Fig. 9). This suggests that the ability

of plants to alter

the supply of

soil resources could be a major, and heretofore unrecognized, mechanism of

competition and supports our view that population ecology must be placed in an ecosystemlevel

context. Wepropose to begin a long-term l itterbag experiment to determine the decay

rates and C and N dynamics of major grass and forb species. For aboveground litters,
will be placed both on the soil surface and held vertically
between decay of standing dead and downed litter.

in frames to distinguish

Wewill use both fine-mesh nylon cloth

and coarse-mesh screen bags to exclude and include soil arthropods.
material
will

in each will

be periodically

bags

Enough bags and

be employed to allow the experiment to continue for 10 years.

Bags

sampled and analyzed for mass loss and changes in C, N, sugars,

eel l ul ose, and l ignin.

This experiment will provide much of the required decomposition

data for ecosystem model construction
Nitrogen Saturation:

(p. 43).

A current issue in ecosystem research is whether systems can

become "N-saturated" and have significant

No3- export (Van Miegroet and Cole 1984). S04

and small amounts of No3 pass through CCNHA
soils,

carrying various bases (K, Mg, Ca,

etc.) with them. We have developed a model of base loss for Minnesota soils as a function
of precipitation

chemistry (Bloom and Grigal 1985). Based on this model, the CCNHA
soils

are highly susceptible
Wewill

to base loss from addition of strong acid anions (i.e., acid rain).

study N-saturation

in an old field,

in oak savanna, and in oak forest by

determining the compartments (e.g., microbial biomass, plant biomass) in which added 15N
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Effects of Plant Species on
Mineralization in Initially Identical Soils
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Figure 9. The in situ rate of N mineralization, for initially identical soil~ diverged
significantly,dependent on the species growingon a plot. Eachpoint in each part of this
figure showsthe growing-seasontotal rate of Nmineralization, as measuredusing the
buried bag technique (Eno1960; Pastor et al. 1984).Monoculturesof these 5 major CCNHA
grass species were started on a range of soil mixtures that differed in their total N.
Species were randomlyassigned to the plots. The results shownabove are for the second
year of the experiment(1987).Therewere no significant differences in Nmineralization
rates the first year, but, by the secondyear, Agrostis scabra monocultureshad a highly
significantly (F=33.7,df=8,71, P < .005) steeper slope than the other 4 species. The
steeper slope meansthat, for any given soil, the soil Nmineralization rate is higher in
Agrostis plots than in monoculturesof other species. Weare nowanalyzing plant tissue,
litter, and root samplesfrom all monoculturesto detennineC:Nratios, N:lignin ratios,
etc., and will initiate litter bag studies to see what causes this divergence. Our current
hypothesis is that species-specific differences in litter quality cause monoculturesof
different species to diverge becauseof a feedbackeffect of litter quality on N
mineralization rates. Wehave also established competitionplots to determineif this
effects occurs in mixed-speciesplots and its effect on competition.

first accumulates, and the rate at whichthey becomesaturated. Wewill set up 12 large
fiberglass lysimeters per region, each 1 min diameter by 1 m deep. Ceramiccups at the
bottomof each lysimeter will samplesoil solution. Therewill be a control plus 3 rates
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of 15NH
4 No3 addition (addedonce a month)with 3 replicates per treatment. Wewill
measuresoil solution chemistry and microbial biomassmonthly, both for 1 year before N
addition and indefinitely afterward. Oncea year wewill pull a soil core for root biomass
and other analyses. Non-destructivemethods(percent cover, light penetration) will be
used for above-groundbiomass. This manipulationof the N cycle will help detennine the
forces that cause N levels to equilibrate and that determinesoil fertility.
2. ExperimentalManipulationsof Productivity

These determine the role of soil resources in controlling spatial heterogeneity,
productivity, composition,diversity and successional dynamicsof primaryproducers, and
the feedback effects of plants on soil properties. The mainexperiments, are (1) addition
of nutrients one at a time to detennine which limit production; and 2) experimental
productivity gradients of natural vegetation within deer and gopherexclosures.
Fromthe 22 fields of the chronosequence
we chose 3 fields and a prairie openingin
native oak savanna for these experiments(Tilman1987a).These 4 fields, described in
detail in Tilman (1987a),were, in 1982, 14-years old (called Field A), 25-yr old (Field
B), 48-yr old (Field C) and native oak savanna (Field D). Byrestricting most old field
experimentsto these localities, we obtain detailed informationon several ecosystem
processes and underlying mechanismsin one set of localities, so that they maybe directly
compared.This keeps other fields free of any inadvertent experimental effects.
Single-nutrient addition experiments:In 1982in each of the 4 experimentalfields,
we established 36 plots, randomlyassigned to receive one of 9 treatments. Treatments
consist of single additions of potentially limiting soil resources, with a control. The
nutrients, added twice a year, are N, P, K, Ca, Mg,S, a trace metal mixture, or water
(2.5 cm/wkthrough the growingseason). Harvests of above-groundplant biomass, analyzed
by ANOVA
with contrasts using Dunnett's t (Steel and Torrie 1980), showthat N addition
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Figure 10. Species separation along an experimentalnitrogen gradient. This figure shows
the dependenceof the relative abundanceof the 6 most common
species of Field Con the
rate of nitrogen addition. Eachof the 9 histogrambars showsa different rate of nilrogen
addition, from no addition (TreatmentsI and A), to the highest rate (TreatmentHJ.Note
that no addedN is at the left and the highest rate of N addition is at the right in each
figure. The drawingsbeloweach species shownits physiognomy,
with the height used being
the maximaltreatment-average height for the species in that field in 1987.Theactual
rates of N addition used, and other details of the experiment,are in Tilman (1987).Rates
of N addition were chosen to give above-groundplant biomassesthat span the range
observed in CCNHA
old fields. Exceptfor the highest rate of N addition (TreatmentH,
whichwas chosento be supra-normal),the other 8 treatments are representative of
mineralization rates in soils in the region.

consistently led to significant increases in above-groundplant biomass. Other nutrients
were never significant in more than 1 of 16 ANOVA's
(Tilman1987a; Inouye,Huntly, Tilman
and Tester 1987; Tilman 1988a).The consistency of results fromyear-to-year and across
fields of different ages, and their agreementwith previous work (Tilman1983, 1984), led
us to focus on N as the soil factor most likely to influence primaryproductivity, plant
communitycomposition, and successional dynamics.However,they have raised a major
question. Theoryhas predicted that a plant should adjust its morphologyand physiology so
as to be equally limited by .tll resources (Bloom,Chapinand Mooney1985;Tilman 1982).
Evenwhenviewedon a species-by-species basis, CCNHA
results suggest that plants are
limited by two resources at most (Nand light), and that P, K, Ca and trace metals are
never limiting. Doesthis meanthat plants are not as plastic (physiologically and
morphologically) as theories have assumed?Couldthese ecosystemsbe invaded by species
with higher requirementsfor P, K, Ca, and trace metals but lower requirements for N
(i.e., legumes; Tilman 1982)?If so, whyare legumesso rare at CCNHA?
Wehave recently
begunsimilar nutrient additions in a small, visibly zonedwetland, using 3 replicate
plots per treatment in each of 4 zones. After 1 year, the 2 upslope zones showed
significant N responses, but the 2 downslopezones did not respond to any nutrients.
ExperimentalProductivity Gradients WithoutHerbivores: Strong and consistent
patterns of N limitation at CCNHA,
correlations betweensuccessional dynamicsand soil N
(Figs. 4, 5), and separation of species along spatial or temporal N gradients (Fig. 6),
raise questions that can only be tested using experimental Ngradients:
1. Is the primary cause of secondarysuccession at CedarCreekthe slow increase in
soil N, and the effects of this on plant competition for nitrogen and light (as
hypothesizedin the resource ratio hypothesis of Tilman 1982, 1985)?
2. Howdoes the pattern of succession dependon the rate of N addition? DoesN
addition increase the rate of succession, but not the order in whichspecies attain
dominance,as predicted by the resource ratio hypothesis? Or, do different rates of N
addition lead to distinctly different patterns of succession, as predicted by models
of succession as transient dynamics(Tilman1985, 1988a; Hustonand Smith 1987)?
3. Can a high rate of N addition cause a temporary"retrogression," as predicted by
models of succession as transient dynamics(Tilman 1988a), i.e., can a high rate of N
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(3) Fluctuations in water table causedby seasonal and annual climatic variation
will cause substantial alterations only whenthe water table is (on average) within
30-50 cmof the soil/peat surface.
(4) Thewetland section of the slope gradient will respondmorerapidly than upland
forest and old-field sections to climatic ("greenhouse")
warming.
(5) The floating mat will respondless rapidly than other wetland communitiesto
climatic fluctuations and the "greenhouse"warmingtrend, becauseof its ability to
rise and fall freely with changingwater tables.
Wewill monitor long-termchangesin primaryproductivity, disturbance, plant and
herbivore populations, and soil processes in each of these 15 sites.

In each site, we

will use nested plots (four small plots for herbs and shrubs nested within one large plot
for trees), with each tree (woodystem> 1 cmdbh) mappedand numberedfor remeasurement.
Incrementcores will be taken from a series of trees along the gradient, to examinegrowth
responses to changingmicro climate and water-table depth. Four shrub and herb sampling
plots will be sampledin each type. Tree plots will be sampledtri-annually; shrub and
herb plots, annually. Eachecosystemtype will provide a single set of observations,
complemented
by replicate samplingof each type at twoother locations in CCNHA
where
studies of productivity and nutrient cycling are already in progress. (Zakand Grigal,
unpublisheddata). Insect herbivores wi11 be sampledeachyear by methodssimilar to
those used at the Coweetaand AndrewsLTERs(pers. comm.).Mammals
wil l be sampledusing
methodssimilar to those for our old fields. Our initial workwill identify key herbivores
to sample in detail each year at all sites.
At each samplinglocation, wewill monitor in situ nitrogen mineralization and litter
decomposition.Litter bags will be used to measure decompositionof litter fromdominant
species in each type, and of a standard litter (probablyaspen leaves). Cellulose strips
will be inserted to a depth of 50 cmin the soil of each community
type, to measureloss
of mass in relation to water-table depth. CO
4 evolution will be followed (if a
2 and CH
related project is funded). Uplandsoil water status will be determinedwith a neutron
soil -moisture gaugeand piezometers;lowland, by piezometers. Soil solution will be
collected with ceramic-cuplysimeters at 10 and 100cmdepth in each samplinglocation,
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with a total of 10 ceramiccup lysimeters per location. Lysimeterswill be inserted into
the soil at a 45° angle to avoid disturbing the soil immediatelyabove the area to be
collected. Samplingfor water and soil processes will be monthly.
The data will be used to determineplant population and community
dynamics,and their
productivity and carbon storage, along the slope gradient. Changesin populations,
productivity and carbon storage will be related to soil processes, time, and climaticallyre lated shifts in soil water. Estimatesfromhydrologic modeling,groundwater
information, and concentrations of nutrients in soil solutions will be used along with
data concerningplant uptake and release to identify factors controlling patterns of
inorganic nutrient inputs and movement.
Lindeman'sreport (1941)indicates significant changes in plant populations during
the drought of the 1930's, especially wherethe water table was near the surface. Hedid
not sample biomassor measuresoil processes, but we assumethat they changedtoo. This
transect should provide a sensitive indicator of ecosystemresponse to climatic change
through measurementof tree ring widths. For instance, tamarackshoweda pronounced
increase in ring widths during the drought of the 1930's (Tilton 1975).
With fire suppression, major disturbance to these habitats comesfromclimatic
variation, windthrow,and pathogens.Taggingand mappingindividual trees will record the
intensity and long-term impactof windthrow.A study described later (p. 41) will
determine impacts of climatic change.Themajor pathogenwe have observed, to date, is oak
wilt, whichaffects only the upper portions of this elevational gradient. Oakwilt
(Ceratocystis fagacearum)is a disease primarily of red oaks (subgenusErythrobalanus),
causing death within a fewweeks. Long-distancetransmission is by sap-feeding or treewoundinginsects. Onceestablished the fungi movesvia root grafts (Gibbsand French
1980). Oakforests of the AnokaSandPlain, including CCNHA,
are dominatedby northern
pin oak (Quercusellipsoidal is), which is extremely susceptible to this disease. Because
of root grafts, (Kuntzand Riker 1950),the disease often develops in clearly-defined
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centers that expandradially about 7.5 m per year (Frenchand Bergdahl1973). CCNHA
oak
forests contain dead patches of trees ranging from a single tree to approximately75 min
diameter. Becausemortality is concentric about initially-infected individuals, changes
in understory and soil processes are expectedto be similarly concentric. Wewill monitor
the occurrenceand effects of oak wilt in our 3 oak stands. Oak-wilt areas will be sampled
using concentric circular plots for shrubs, herbs, and soil processes sampledalong radii
of the infected area. If we observe major pathogensof species commonat other points
along the elevational gradient, wewill initiate a similar set of observations to
determinetheir frequency, duration and impact.
3. Physical andChemicalMeasurements

Meteorologicalmeasurements:A variety of meteorological variables are continuously
monitoredand recorded at CCNHA,
addingto a data record that is over 30 years old. The
CRlOweather station, located near the headquartersof CCNHA,
is integrated into a
University of Minnesotanetworkmanagedby Dr. MarkSeeley, Dept.of Soil Science.
Stations automatically transmit data (daily, by telephone) to a central university
facility, with data available within 24 hours of collection. Thesedata are a necessary
input to the hydrologic modeling,and to manyother activities at CCNHA.
Hydrology:Knowledge
of water flow into, through, and out of soils is fundamentalto
understandingnutrient cycling, the dynamicsof soil development, the residence time of
chemical constituents in the soil, and the effects of disturbance on soils and vegetation.
Waterprovides the physical link amonglandscapeunits, particularly betweenupland and
wetland components,and is the transport mechanism
and mediumfor both nutritive and nonnutritive elements. Watercarries elements fromsurface to subsurfacesoils, fromupland
to lowland, and to shallow groundwater. However,the pathwaysand timing of water flow
through terrestrial

ecosystemsin the glaciated mid-continentare poorly understood. Here

watershedsare not the discrete, physically boundedentities that occur at HubbardBrook
or Coweeta. To characterize water movement
on the 30 mdeep sands of CCNHA
requires that
wedevelop and verify a hydrologicmodelfor our site.
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To do this, we will workwith Dr. KennethBrooks,a professor of hydrologyat the
University, to modifyan existing simulation modelof upland-wetlandsystems(the Peatland
]jydrologic Impact !'.!odel- PHIM).PHIMhas beentested and validated on three separate
Minnesotapeatland and upland systems(Guertin 1984;Guertin and Brooks1985;Guertin et
al., 1987). PHIMis a deterministic, mechanism-based
model that accommodates
different
soil-vegetation systems by characterizing landscapeunits in terms of vegetation type,
rooting depth, soil characteri sties, and meteorology.Wewi11 co11ect detailed field data
to calibrate PHIMfor CCNHA,
including: continuouslymeasuredstreamflow; infiltration
and subsurface flow using infiltrometers and tracing techniques (see Gafni, 1986);
measurementsof hydraulic gradients and organic soil properties (Gafni, 1986); and water
table levels both in al ready-establ i shedUSGS
we11s at CCNHA
and in additi onal we11s
(piezometers)wewill install in old fields and along the upland to lowlandgradient. The
modelwi11 be integrated into our study of nutrient dynamicsand control and of climatic
charge as a source of ecosystemdisturbance. Themodelwi11 help us explore the
·possibility of "uphill" transport of nitrogen through the water table. Alder (Alnus
rugosa) is a source of nitrate to groundwaters. If the water table is a significant
source of water for upland vegetation, it could also be a source of N for that vegetation.
Weshall study N fixation by alder, nitrification and nitrate movement
to and in
groundwater,aided by PHIMand perhaps by natural isotopes of N and 0.
Precipitation chemistry: Inorganic inputs to CCNHA
via the atmosphereare monitored
in cooperation with the MinnesotaPollution Control agencyas part of their Acid
DepositionSamplingNetwork. This samplingincludes continuousmonitoringof ozoneas
well as wetfal l and atmosphericconcentrations of particles and gases on a weeklybasis.
Atmosphericconcentrations are determinedusing a Sierra-AndersenSeries 100constant flow
air sampler and a three-stage Nucleoporemembrane
filter pack, with sulfur dioxide
co11ected on an alkaline-impregnated filter.

Filters are analyzed for 21 anians and

cations. Wetfall is collected with a Aerochem
Metrics Model301wet/dry precipitation
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collector. A recording raingauge verifies collection efficiency and determineloadings.
Samplesof precipitation are analyzed for pH,conductivity, and acidity, and 16 major
cations and anions. After QA/QC
validation, these data are addedto the LTER
data set.
Lysimetry:Leachingmovementof elements is important in determiningboth losses from
upland systemsand gains to groundwaterand peatland systems. To date, we have used two
different methodsto measurethese: isolated soil columns(15 cmdiameter) with ceramiccup lysimeters to quantitatively samplesoil solution; and porousceramiccups to monitor
soil solution chemistry at different depths. The former suffered froma numberof
problems,especially leakage caused by frequent gnawingby gopherson tubing. Thus, we
plan to concentrate on the latter method(monitoringsoil solution chemistry) in the
future. Althoughthe ceramiccups lack a quantitative estimate of volumeof flow, this
will be provided by the calibrated PHIM
model. Ceramic-cuplysimeters are durable,
inexpensive and easily sampled. Wewill install lysimeters in 49 different sites (22 old
fields, 12 stands of oak savanna subject to different burn frequencies, and the 15 sites
along the elevational gradient). There will be 10 lysimeters per site, with 5 of these at
10 cmdepth and 5 at 100 cmdepth. This will provide an excellent description of nutrient
concentration, movementand loss across the full range of CCNHA
ecosystemtypes.
Soil water: Soil moisture is monitoredwith a Troexler neutron probe both in the old
field chronosequenceand along a numberof slope position/aspect combinationsin the oak
forests. Wehave already found correlations amongsoil water content, slope positions in
upland forests, soil organic matter content, and Nmineralization and nitrification within
structurally and fl ori stica l ly similar oak forests. Watertable depth will be determined
by piezometers in the 22 old fields and along the upland to lowland gradient.
B. LOOG-TERM
EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES

Weestablished 4 types of interrelated experiments,each designedto determinethe
role of particular processes on temporal and/or spatial patterns in CCNHA
ecosystemsand
to elucidate the causes of correlations in the observational data. Becausea changein any
one ecosystemelement has ramifications for all others, wedetermine (as muchas possible
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with our resources) the effect of each treatment on several trophic levels and/or
ecosystemprocesses. The four classes of experimentsare manipulations (with controls) of
(1) carbon and nitrogen dynamics, (2) productivity, (3) herbivores, and (4) disturbance.
Westarted most experimentsin old fields or oak savanna, but are nowbroadening our work
to include post-successional elements of the CCNHA
landscape.
1. Carbonand Nitrogen Dynamicsand Controls

Studies of C and N dynamicsinclude (1) litter-decomposition experiments; (2) effects
of different rates of N addition on nitrification and leaching losses; (3) experimental
studies of N fixation by soil algae, legumes,free-living soil bacteria, and associative
N-fixers; (4) studies of denitrification; and (5) studies of microbial biomass, dissolved
organic C, total organic C, and N dynamics.
CCNHA
offers a unique opportunity to investigate N dynamicsat a range of spatial and
temporal scales. Temporalscales range frombrief pulses of microbial activity following
rainfall to long-termN accrual during secondarysuccession. Spatial scales go from
micro-gradients of anaerobiosis and denitrification within soil aggregates to regional N
availability and 1oss.
The old-field chronosequenceis providing informationon biological and environmental
variables that regulate the distribution and accumulationof Nduring succession. Plant
productivity is linked to and constrained by N availability, and it feeds back on N
dynamics. Our current data suggest that soil N accrues at a rate of 9.7 kg ha-1 yr- 1 (6.8
N kg-1 of soil yr- 1) during succession at CCNHA.
Annualadditions of atmosphericN,
totaling 9.0 kg ha-1 yr- 1, account for most N entering old fields (Table 1). Biological

mg of

inputs through free-living, associative and symbioticfixation are smal1 (McKone
and
Biesboer 1986, Zakand Johnsonunpublisheddata). Export of N during succession is small
in comparisonto annual rates of addition. Atmosphericadditions are two orders of
magnitudegreater than leaching losses measuredwith lysimeters. Thus, Naccrual is
mainly determinedby the difference betweenatmosphericloading and leaching loss, muchas
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Table 1. Patterns of nitrogen cycling during old field succession at CCNHA.The
distribution,

reallocation,

input and export of nitrogen are summarizedfor

three old fields of different successional stages.

17 years
I. Nitrogen Pools

Field Age
27 years

51 years

---------------- kg/ha ----------------

Aboveground
Biomass

11

13

20

Belowground
Biomass

30

57

100

Pl ant Litter

9

18

23

Microbial
Biomass

4

6

9

829

749

1123

Soil Total N
I I. Nitrogen Fluxes

----------- kg ha- 1 yr- 1 ----------9

9

9

ud

ud

ud

0.07

0.04

0.01

Denitrification 2

ud

ud

ud

Mineralization

42

47

53

Atmospheric
Additions
Free Living 1
Fixation
NO - Leaching
3

1 Undetectable levels of c H reduction (Zak and Johnson, unpublished
22
data)
2 Undetectably low rates of dentrification during period of measurement.

Olson (1958)found for the sand dunes of southern LakeMichigan.
Althoughour workto date mayexplain N accrual in old fields, it does not explain
the quasi-equilibrium levels we see in oak savannaand in post-successional ecosystems. N
accumulationcan cease only whenloss rates increase to equal input rates. Does
dentrification becomea moresubstantial sink for N as soil organic matter increases
during secondarysuccession? Whatare the seasonal patterns of denitrification in the
old-field chronosequence?In oak savanna? In forest? Canlarge, brief temporal fluxes
cause total soil N to equilibrate late in secondarysuccession? Theseare someof the
central questions wewill pursuewith regard to soil N dynamicsin the future.
Wewill also investigate N cycling at several spatial scales. CCNHA
is a mosaicof
ecosystemslinked through energy and matter flow. Uplandecosystemsexport moisture,
nutrients and organic matter downslope. This spatial stratification significantly
influences ecosystemprocesses. For example,denitrification is influenced by topographic
position, drainage and soil texture (Davidsonand Swank1986, Groffmanand Tiedje 1987).
Wehypothesizethat topographicposition and soil moisture are the physical variables that
give rise to spatial and temporal patterns of N availability and loss at CCNHA.
Do
ecosystemsoccurring on similar landformshave similar soil developmentand cycle Nin
similar patterns? Towhatextent does landformcomplexitywithin individual ecosystems
regulate small-scale spatial variation inNavailabilityand

loss?

Fewstudies have characterized spatial patterns of nutrient cycling and extrapolated
them across large areas (Pastor et al. 1984, Schimelet al. 1985, Zak et al. 1986, 1987,
Zak and Pregitzer 1988). Pastor et al. (1984)observed that patterns of N mineralization
were related to the overstory species, which in turn were a function of the soilmoisture gradient. In a preliminary study wemeasuredN mineralization, nitrification,
dentrification, and microbial biomassNwithin 4 major ecosystemsof CCNHA
(Table 2).
Eachof 3 upland and 1 lowland ecosystemwere replicated twice. Nitrogencycling wasmost
dynamicwithin the black ash swamp,wherethe water table is frequently near the soil
surface. Our future workwill use these approachesin studying the upland to wetland
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Table 2. Early-growing season N dynamics of 4 ecosystems in CCNHA.
Values are
the mean of 2 sites in each ecosystem type.

Production of mineral N and NOcare

means for May 1987.

ECOSYSTEMMicrobial N Mineralization

----------------

Nitrification

ug N/g ------------------

N20-N
ng g-1 hr-l

Old Field

2.49 a

0.74 a

0.32 a

2.83 a

Oak Savanna

2.52 a

0.89 a

0.49 a

2.95 a

Red Oak Forest

5.89 a

1.05 a

0.28 a

4.07 a

Black Ash Swamp 28.52 b

3.57 b

1.02 a

21.49 b

LSD

4.92

0.34

n/s

8.26

Note: Means within a column that have the same letter are not
significantly different at alpha = 0.05 using Fisher's protected
LSD.

gradient and the old fields.
Litter Feedbackand NMineralization: Althoughlitter producedby different tree
species is knownto have differential decay and N mineralization rates (e.g., Melillo et
al. 1983, Flanaganand VanCleve 1983,Pastor et al. 1984),such differences are sparsely
documentedfor forb and grass species (Koelling and Kucera1965,Holland and Coleman1987,
Pastor et al. 1987c). The first twoyears of a long-term monocultureexperimentat CCNHA
has shownthat different species can have rapid and large effects on in situ N
mineralization (Fig. 9). This suggests that the ability of plants to alter the supply of
limiting soil resources could be a major, and heretofore unrecognized,mechanism
of
competition and supports our view that population ecology must be placed in an ecosystemlevel context. Wepropose to begin a long-term litterbag experimentto determinethe decay
rates and C and N dynamicsof major grass and forb species. For abovegroundlitters,

bags

will be placed both on the soil surface and held vertically in framesto distinguish
betweendecay of standing dead and downedlitter.

Wewill use both fine-meshnylon cloth

and coarse-meshscreen bags to exclude and include soil arthropods. Enoughbags and
material in each wi11 be employedto a11owthe experimentto continue for 10 years. Bags
will be periodically sampledand analyzed for massloss and changesin C, N, sugars,
cellulose, and lignin. This experimentwill provide muchof the required decomposition
data for ecosystemmodel construction (p. 43).
Nitrogen Saturation: A current issue in ecosystemresearch is whether systemscan
become"N-saturated" and have significant No3- export (VanMiegroetand Cole 1984). so4
and small amountsof N03 pass through CCNHA
soils, carrying various bases (K, Mg,Ca,
etc.) with them. Wehave developed a model of base loss for Minnesotasoils as a function
of precipitation chemistry (Bloomand Grigal 1985). Basedon this model, the CCNHA
soils
are highly susceptible to base loss from addition of strong acid anions (i.e., acid rain).
Wewill study N-saturation in an old field, in oak savanna, and in oak forest by
determining the compartments(e.g., microbial biomass, pl ant biomass)in which added 15N
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Effects of Plant Species on
Mineralization in Initially Identical Soils
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The in situ rate of N mineralization,for initially identical soil; di verged
significantly,dependent on the species growingon a plot. Eachpoint in each part of this
figure showsthe growing-seasontotal rate of N mineralization, as measuredusing the
buried bag technique (Eno1960; Pastor et al. 1984).Monoculturesof these 5 major CCNHA
grass species were started on a range of soil mixtures that differed in their total N.
Species were randomlyassigned to the plots. The results shownaboveare for the second
year of the experiment(1987).Therewere no significant differences in N mineralization
rates the first year, but, by the secondyear, Agrostis scabra monocultureshad a highly
significantly (F=33.7,df=8,71, P < .005) steeper slope than the other 4 species. The
steeper slope meansthat, for any given soil, the soil N mineralization rate is higher in
Agrostis plots than in monoculturesof other species. Weare nowanalyzing plant tissue,
litter, and root samples from all monoculturesto determineC:Nratios, N:lignin ratios,
etc., and will initiate litter bag studies to see what causes this divergence. Our current
hypothesis is that species-specific differences in litter quality cause monoculturesof
different species to diverge becauseof a feedbackeffect of litter quality on N
mineralization rates. Wehave also established competitionplots to determineif this
effects occurs in mixed-speciesplots and its effect on competition.
Figure 9.

first accumulates, and the rate at whichthey becomesaturated. Wewill set up 12 large
fiberglass lysimeters per region, each 1 min diameter by 1 m deep. Ceramiccups at the
bottomof each lysimeter will samplesoil solution. Therewill be a control plus 3 rates
15
of 15NH
4 No3 addition (addedonce a month)with 3 replicates per treatment. Wewill
measuresoil solution chemistry and microbial biomassmonthly, both for 1 year before N
addition and indefinitely afterward. Oncea year wewill pull a soil core for root biomass
and other analyses. Non-destructivemethods(percent cover, light penetration) will be
used for above-groundbiomass. This manipulationof the Ncycle will help determinethe
forces that cause N levels to equilibrate and that determinesoil fertility.
2. ExperimentalManipulationsof Productivity

Thesedetermine the role of soil resources in control] ing spatial heterogeneity,
productivity, composition,diversity and successional dynamicsof primaryproducers, and
the feedback effects of plants on soil properties. Themainexperiments, are (1) addition
of nutrients one at a time to determinewhich limit production; and 2) experimental
productivity gradients of natural vegetation within deer and gopherexclosures.
Fromthe 22 fields of the chronosequence
we chose 3 fields and a prairie openingin
native oak savanna for these experiments(Tilman1987a).These 4 fields, described in
detail in Tilman (1987a),were, in 1982, 14-years old (called Field A), 25-yr old (Field
B), 48-yr old (Field C) and native oak savanna (Field D). By restricting most old field
experimentsto these localities, we obtain detailed informationon several ecosystem
processes and underlying mechanismsin one set of localities, so that they maybe directly
compared.This keeps other fields free of any inadvertent experimental effects.
Single-nutrient addition experiments:In 1982in each of the 4 experimentalfields,
we established 36 plots, randomlyassigned to receive one of 9 treatments. Treatments
consist of single additions of potentially limiting soil resources, with a control. The
nutrients, added twice a year, are N, P, K, Ca, Mg,S, a trace metal mixture, or water
(2.5 cm/wkthrough the growingseason). Harvests of above-groundplant biomass, analyzed
by ANOVA
with contrasts using Dunnett'st (Steel and Torrie 1980), showthat N addition
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Figure 10. Species separation along an experimentalnitrogen gradient. This figure shows
the dependenceof the relative abundanceof the 6 most corrmon
species of Field Con the
rate of nitrogen addition. Eachof the 9 histogrambars showsa different rate of nitrogen
addition, from no addition (TreatmentsI and A), to the highest rate (TreatmentH). Note
that no addedN is at the left and the highest rate of N addition is at the right in each
figure. Thedrawingsbeloweach species shownits physiognomy,
with the height used being
the maximaltreatment-averageheight for the species in that field in 1987.Theactual
rates of N addition used, and other details of the experiment, are in Tilman(1987).Rates
of N addition were chosento give above-groundplant biomassesthat span the range
observed in CCNHA
old fields. Exceptfor the highest rate of N addition (TreatmentH,
whichwas chosento be supra-normal),the other 8 treatments are representative of
mineralization rates in soils in the region.

consistently led to significant increases in above-groundplant biomass. Other nutrients
were never significant in more than 1 of 16 ANOVA's
(Tilman1987a;Inouye,Huntly, Tilman
and Tester 1987; Tilman 1988a).The consistency of results fromyear-to-year and across
fields of different ages, and their agreementwith previous work(Tilman1983, 1984), led
us to focus on N as the soil factor most likely to influence primaryproductivity, plant
community
composition, and successional dynamics.However,they have raised a major
question. Theoryhas predicted that a plant should adjust its morphologyand physiologyso
as to be equally limited by .tll resources (Bloom,Chapinand Mooney1985;Tilman1982).
Evenwhenviewedon a species-by-species basis, CCNHA
results suggest that plants are
limited by two resources at most (N and light), and that P, K, Ca and trace metals are
never limiting. Doesthis meanthat plants are not as plastic (physiologically and
morphologically) as theories have assumed?Couldthese ecosystemsbe invaded by species
with higher requirementsfor P, K, Ca, and trace metals but lower requirementsfor N
(i.e., legumes;Tilman 1982)?If so, whyare legumesso rare at CCNHA?
Wehave recently
begunsimilar nutrient additions in a small, visibly zonedwetland, using 3 replicate
plots per treatment in each of 4 zones. After 1 year, the 2 upslope zones showed
significant N responses, but the 2 downslopezones did not respondto any nutrients.
ExperimentalProductivity Gradients WithoutHerbivores: Strong and consistent
patterns of N limitation at CCNHA,
correlations betweensuccessional dynamicsand soil N
(Figs. 4, 5), and separation of species along spatial or temporal N gradients (Fig. 6),
raise questions that can only be tested using experimentalNgradients:
1. Is the primarycause of secondarysuccession at CedarCreekthe slow increase in
soil N, and the effects of this on plant competition for nitrogen and light (as
hypothesizedin the resource ratio hypothesis of Tilman 1982, 1985)?
2. Howdoes the pattern of succession dependon the rate of N addition? DoesN
addition increase the rate of succession, but not the order in which species attain
dominance,as predicted by the resource ratio hypothesis? Or, do different rates of N
addition lead to distinctly different patterns of succession, as predicted by models
of succession as transient dynamics(Tilman1985, 1988a; Hustonand Smith 1987)?
3. Can a high rate of N addition cause a temporary"retrogression," as predicted by
models of succession as transient dynamics(Tilman1988a), i.e., can a high rate of N
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addition cause early successional species, that had already becomerare in an old
field, to reattain dominance?If so, are these species eventually displaced by other,
late successional species, as predicted by this theory?
4. Doplant species become separated along experimental productivity (N)gradients
in the sameorder as they are separated along natural productivity gradients? Can
plant competition for N explain the point-to-point heterogeneity in plant abundances
seen within old fields and oak savanna?
The fenced nitrogen gradients determine effects of various rates of N addition on
productivity, species richness, spatial patterning, successional dynamics, and species
composition of vegetation in the absence of the direct, indirect, and feedback effects of
deer and gophers, the major herbivores. Each plot is 4mx 4m, separated from other plots
by Im-widewalkwaysand by metal flashing buried to 30cm. Each has 9 treatments,
described in detail in Tilman (1987a), with 5 or 6 replicate per treatment in each of the
4 fields. Eight of the treatments receive the samemixture of P, K, Ca, Mg, S, Cu, Mn, Co,
Cu, and Zn but differ in amountsof N added. The ninth treatment is a completely
unmanipulatedcontrol.

Nutrients are applied twice each year (starting in 1982), half in

early Mayand half in late June. Application occurs in spring and early summerbecause
that is whenmost N is naturally mineralized (Pastor et al. 1987band unpublished). Each
year since 1982, plots have been sampled for soil characteristics (total, available N; pH,
etc.), pl ant biomass (sorted to species), vegetation height, litter,

and light

penetration. In 1986 and 1987, plots were sampled for below-groundbiomass.This annual
sampling will continue if the project is renewed.
These experimental productivity gradients have already provided numerousinsights. As
illustrated

in Figure 2, and by other results in Tilman (1987a, 1988a), the dynamiceffect

of nitrogen addition is a successional sequence. Different rates of N addition cause
different successional sequences. The "initial" effect (i.e., the effect within the first
6 years) of N addition has been to favor early successional species, including species
that had already been previously displaced from the field. For instance, during old field
succession, Agropyronrepens reaches its peak abundancein 5 to 10 year old fields, and
thus was quite rare in Field C (48 yr old) at the start of the experiment (Fig. 5).
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Nitrogen addition caused it to increase more than 100 fold in abundance,especially in the
highest N treatments, by 1987 (Fig. 10). Is this increase a transient effect resulting
from Agropyronrepens' high maximalgrowth rate, and thus its ability to more rapidly
exploit the added nitrogen? If so, this would support the hypothesis that successional
dynamicsmaybe transient effects {Tilman1988a), and not caused simply by the slow
accumulation of nitrogen during secondary succession. This would refute the resource
ratio hypothesis as the main explanation for succession at CCNHA.
If the transient
dynamicshypothesis is correct, Agropyronrepens should be displaced from the high N plots
by a series of other species that are taller

than it, but that have slower maximalgrowth

rates. There is already someindication that Rubussp. (blackberry) and Rhusglabra
(sumac)maybe starting to displace Agropyronin someplots, but a longer time sequence is
required to determine if that will occur.
N addition led to a markeddecrease in the abundanceof little
Schizachyriumscoparium (Fig. 10). Does this meanthat little

bluestem,

bluestem is a better

competitor on poor soils than on rich soils? If so, whydoesn't little

bluestem normally

reach its peak abundanceearly in secondary succession whensoils are poor, rather than
40 to 50 years into secondary succession whensoils are richer (Fig. 4A and 5)? Could the
slow rate at which little

bluestem comesto dominatesuccessional fields be caused by slow

colonization rates (10-12 years to invade most fields - Fig. 5), and slow competitive
displacement of other species? Could it take 20 or 30 years for little

bluestem to

displace other species that are inferior competitors? If so, the first 50 years of
succession at CCNHA
could be transient dynamics. To test this, we have established a
series of pairwise and multispecies competition plots (5 different grass species x 10 soil
types; a total of 600 plots, with each plot being 0.75 x 0.75 m) to determine the rates of
competitive displacement amongvarious combinations of the 5 grass species most common
during secondary succession. Wewill also perform invasion experiments {addingacorns,
seed and seedlings of little

bluestem, etc.) to plots to determine if succession is
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colonization limited. Succession is a slow, long-term process, that occurs over a period
of decades. The experimental and observational data needed to test hypothesesthat may
explain succession must be collected over a comparablylong period.
3. HerbivoreExperiments

These experiments include (A) comparisonsof the fenced N gradients discussed above
with unfenced N gradients; (B) mammalian
herbivore exclosures along successional and
spatial productivity gradients; and (C) deer exclosures at the margins of forest and old
fields to study the influence of deer on woody-plantinvasion and soil nutrient dynamics.
Comparisonof fenced and unfencedexperimental~ gradients: To determine effects of
different rates of N supply in the presence of deer, gophers, and other mammalian
herbivores, two sets of unfenced Ngradients were established in the experimental old
fields. Both allow mammalianherbivores free access. Oneset of 4mx 4 m plots is
organized, treated and sampled as for the fenced gradient plots.

The other set has 20 m

x 50 m plots. Smaller plots have the advantage of greater replication but function as a
foraging experiment for gophers, other small mammals,and deer. The larger plots, unfenced
macroplotN gradients, have the disadvantage of fewer treatments and replicates (only 3

replicates of 3 treatments in each field), but are sufficiently large to showpopulation
responses of small mammals.Comparisonsof fenced and unfencedplots allow determination
of the direct effects and the indirect, feedback effects of herbivores.
Mammalian
herbivore exclosures along spatial and temporal gradients: Initial CCNHA
studies included small plots (a total of 168 plots, each being 2 x 4 m) fromwhich various
classes of herbivores were removedto determine howstrongly they affected vegetation
structure and its response to soil-resource supply. The largest effects were those of
vertebrate herbivores, although we detected significant interactions amongherbivore
groups (e.g., removal of insects caused increased foraging by gophers). These studies
suggest that manyherbivore effects can be understood as effects on plant-resource
dynamics{Tilman1988a, Huntly, Inouye and Tilman, in prep). Unfortunately, our existing
2 x 4 m plots are too small to determine the long-term direct and feedback effects of
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herbivores. Werequire larger scale plots to test this hypothesis and determine the
interactions of soils, herbivores, and plants. Wepropose establishing a series of 15 x 15
m plots. Becausevertebrate herbivores are particularly important in plant-herbivore-soil
systems at CCNHA
and because insects cannot be eliminated without toxins that maydirectly
affect soil processes, wewill manipulate vertebrate herbivores only. This will parallel
successional herbivore/plant/soil

studies planned by the Taiga LTER.

Six sets of exclosures will be used to study the role of vertebrate herbivores in
ecosystemdynamicsand developmentalong topographic and successional productivity
gradients: 3 in old fields (newly abandoned,20 yr old, 60 yr old fields) and 3 along
Lindeman'sCedar Bog Lake transect (mixedoak forest, hardwoodswamp,and cedar swamp).
Eachset will have 3 exclosures fenced to exclude deer and small manmals,including voles,
pocket gophers, and hares, and 3 paired unfencedcontrol plots. Thus, we will establish a
total of 18 vertebrate herbivore exclosures and 18 control plots.
Consumerpopulations, plant populations, belowgroundbiomass, and soil
characteristics (organic matter, soil microflora, pH, total and mineral NH
3 and N03) will
be measuredyearly in each plot. Data will be used to develop and test models of
herbivore feedback on soil developmentand plant productivity. Theseexperimentswill
determine the role of vertebrate herbivores and changes in their effects along
successional and spatial productivity gradients. Herbivore samplingwill include
invertebrates, documenting shifts that occur in response to manipulation of vertebrates.
Deer Exclosure Experiment: In addition to our exclosures of all manmals,we have deer
exclosures. These test the hypothesis that winter-browsingby deer contributes to the
slow invasion of old fields by trees and allow us to determine the feedback effects of a
major herbivore on soils.

CCNHA
is a winter-yarding area for white-tailed deer (Odicoilus

virginiana). Most saplings at field margins have been browsedrepeatedly. The experiment,
established in fall 1982, consists of 6 replicate 10 mx 30 mdeer exclosures and controls
in each of 2 old fields (Fields A &B). All saplings and adults are individually tagged
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and mapped; maximum
height and DBHare used to measuretree size. Trees in control
(unfenced)plots are measuredin spring and fall; those in deer exclosures are measuredin
spring. The measurementsprovide data on height and species of CCNHA
trees

browsedeach

winter, the reduction in height due to browsing, and growth rates of individual trees.
Although excluding deer results in significantly greater sapling growth, the effect
has been less than expected, averaging about 5 cm/yeargreater height growth in exclosures
than in unfenced plots.

Saplings< 15 cm are protected by snowand are infrequently

browsed;terminal branches of trees >2 mtall are also rarely browsed.
Becausetree height correlates positively with soil N, we hypothesized that trees are
1imited by N availability
subplots starting

as wel1 as by herbivores. WeaddedN to treatment and control

in 1986. Although adding N has produced visible effects on herbs, as

of fall 1987 added N had little

effect on tree growth. (Wehave also added N and/or

removedsurrounding herbaceous vegetation in a separate experimenton sapling growth rates
in old fields, and are fol lowing growth of tagged trees in the macroplot N gradients.)
A surprising result is the observation that about 1%of trees are killed each year
by gophers. Becausewe can only identify dead trees, and not those that have had roots
"browsed"by gophers, this is a conservative estimate of gopher effects on tree
populations. Weare mappinggopher moundson the plots to monitor gopher responses to
deer exclosures and to N addition, and to determine more accurately the impact of gophers
on trees.

By mappingtrees and gopher mounds, our long-term record will allow us to

examineeffects of gophers on tree establishment as well as on mortality.
In summary,low levels of soil N, above-grounddeer browsing, and below-groundgopher
browsingmayall contribute to the low rate at which trees invade old fields

at CCNHA.

Slow growth rates that result from low levels of soil N increase the time during which
terminal branches of trees are susceptible to deer browsing. Gophersmayalso increase
the time during which trees are susceptible to deer if they removeroots without killing
trees.

By continuing this experiment, and by starting experimental removals of all

vertebrate herbivores, we will gather the long-term data neededto evaluate the effects of
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herbivores on the rate and pattern of old-field succession.
FeedbackEffects ------of Deer on Soils: Previous studies at CCNHA
have shownthat
fossorial herbivores alter spatial distribution of soil N through mound-building(Huntly
and Inouye 1987, Inouye et al., 1987a). Herbivores can also alter soil N availability
feeding selectively on preferred species and thus altering litter

by

returned to the soil

(Pastor et al. 1987a). If selective feeding alters spatial patterns of plant communities
(Schultz 1964, Bartholomew1970, Batzli and Pitelka 1970, Huntly 1987), litter

feedback

could cause corresponding changes in the distribution of available soil N. BecauseN is
limiting in CCNHA
old fields (Tilman 1987),changes in N availability

through selective

foraging could amplify spatial heterogeneity, leading to multiple stable equilibria.
Selective deer browsingon oak and pine can alter litter
proportion of grass litter

return by increasing the

(whichis less lignified than oak or pine litter;

et al. 1985, Parton et al. 1987), by enhancing the proportion of root litter
greater root/shoot ratios in grasses), and by dispersing litter

McClaugherty
(because of

deeper into the soil

(because of differences in root morphologyof trees and grasses). However,the effects of
deer exclusion will only be observable through long-term measurementsof litter return,
decomposition, and N availability

in deer exclosures and controls.

and litter will be sampled for chemical analysis.

Roots, twigs, leaves

Root biomassand production will be

determined by monthly coring. Litter traps in each plot will be sampledmonthly. Longterm litterbag experiments, that complementthose already described, will be established
to study decompositionover at least 10 years. Soil-N availability

will be measuredin

situ by buried polyethylene bags (Pastor et al. 1984), and under optimal conditions by
laboratory incubation (Stanford and Smith 1972). CO
2 evolution will be measured
simultaneously in lab incubations. The proportions of N and C mineralized, and the ratio
of N mineralized to CO
2 evolved, will be used to estimate organic-matter quality.
4. Disturbance Experiments

The most important disturbances at CCNHA
before Europeansettlement were fire, soil
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disturbances by mamnals(especially gophers), and climatic change; the most important now
is agricultural tillage.

Our experiments are designed to determine impacts of each of

these on CCNHA
ecosystems, through (A) prescribed burns of various frequencies, nowin
continuous operation for 24 years in native oak savanna; (B) different fire frequencies in
a 25-yr successional field; (C) effects of gopher disturbance; (D) studies of secondary
succession after agricultural disking in plots that differ in rates of N supply; and (E)
manipulations of water table for communitiesnear the upland-wetland boundary.
Prescribed Burns in OakSavanna: Fire was a major disturbance at CCNHA
until the
early 20th century, whenroad construction, tilling

of fields, and active suppression

greatly decreased its frequency. Paleoecological studies suggest that CCNHA
was swept by
fires approximately every other year until the start of the 20th century. Whatimpact has
fire suppression had on CCNHA
ecosystems? Whatrole did fire play in maintaining prairie
and oak savanna at CCNHA?
Howdoes fire frequency influence soil characteristics,
vegetation structure and composition, and herbivores? Questions such as these led Dr.
Frank Irving (College of Forestry) to establish 15 burn compartments,ranging from 2.6 to
27.5 ha, in a block of oak savanna /oak woodlandat CCNHA
24 years ago (White 1983). He
assigned these randomlyto different fire frequencies (3 control plots with no burns, the
others having burn frequencies from one burn every 7 - 10 yr to annual burns). In 1984we
established 25 permanentquadrats per burn compartmentand sampled vegetation and soils
(Tester 1988). Following Irving's retirement, LTERhas continued this experiment. Indeed,
if it were not for LTER,these long-term experimentswould have stopped whenIrving
retired.

LTERwill resample permanentquadrats in 1989and every 5th yr thereafter,

allowing analysis of results both for any sampling date, and in terms of changes since
previous samplings. This experiment has showndramatic effects of fire frequency on
abundanceof various plant life-forms (trees, shrubs, grasses, and forbs), but the effect
on soil N and soil organic matter, though in the expected direction, is not statistically
significant (Tester 1988). The compartmentsare still
fire.

undergoingchanges in response to

Manymoreyears will be required to demonstrate steady-state fire effects, but by
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looking at changes (relative to archived samples) in soil organic matter and Nin
pennanentquadratsover 5-yr intervals, we should be able to detect small changes.

Old Field Burns: In 1983we began another burn experiment (in coordination with the
KonzaLTER)in a 26 yr field dominatedby little

bluestem. Weuse 4 fire frequencies

(annual, every other yr, every 4th yr, and no bum). The 7 x 7 m plots are completely
randomized,with 6 replicates per treatment. Samplinghas shownalmost no significant
effects of fire on total or mineral N, plant-species compositionor biomass, or plant
life-form abundance during the first 4 years, in markedcontrast to Konzawhere effects
are rapid. Wewill meet with Konzascientists to try to determine whytheir burn
experiments lead quickly to dramatic differences, but ours did not. One possibility is
that in their moreproductive systems, litter

accumulates morerapidly without fire, and

this inhibits growth because of nutrients tied up within it.
Gopher-DisturbanceExperiments: Workon pocket gophers (Geomysbursarius )in CCNHA
old-fields suggests that these fossorial rodents are important to succession, small-scale
spatial variability

in productivity and vegetation, plant population structure,

soil/vegetation equilibrium, and sma11-sca le variation in resource availability

and soil

development. Effects of pocket gophers maybe analogous to the "cascading trophic
effects" proposed by Carpenter, Kitchell and Hodgson(1985). Although their model
specifically considers "top-down"effects of predators on food-webstructure and patterns
of productivity, whereas gophers are primary consumers,gophers appear to have similar
effects throughout the food web at CCNHA.
Gophersaffect the small- and large-scale diversity of plant communities,and
decouple otherwise tight correlation betweensoil characteristics (especially soil N) and
plant dominanceand diversity (Tilman 1983; Inouye, et al. 1987a, b; Huntly and Inouye
1988). Gophersalso decouple soil resources and light; this appears to be a major
mechanismby which they alter vegetation (Huntly &Inouye 1988). Gophersalter soils by
depositing N-poor subsurface soils (Inouye et al. 1987a)and by creating caches of
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nutrient-rich plant and waste material (Zinnel 1988 and Tester).
Wehypothesize that gopher effects can be modelled as effects of disturbance on
resource supply and demand(Huntly and Inouye 1988, Tilman 1988a), a hypothesis that may
apply to voles and other foliage-consumingherbivores. As part of our continuing study of
ecosystemstructure and dynamicsalong spatial and temporal productivity gradients, we
shall further investigate several other questions concerninggopher/soil/vegetation
interaction:
I) Dogophers decrease along successional productivity gradients despite apparent
increase in food plants? Doesthe lower rate of above-grounddisturbance by gophers
reflect behavioral alterations caused by changes in established burrowstructure, or
in the distribution of vegetation (e.g., increased root biomass-Fig. 41) or its
nutritional value and secondarychemistry? The first step in this investigation will
be direct determination of gopher densities and annual fluctuations in several
unmanipulatedold-fields. Trapping and markingwill be done in areas adjacent to
permanentsampling regions in these old fields.
2) Howdo pocket gophers affect coupling of soil characteristics, especially Nmineralization rates, and vegetation; and howdo they alter vegetation/soil feedbacks?
Preliminary data suggest that gophers decouple an otherwise tight correlation of soil
organic matter, available N, vertical, light profiles, and vegetation structure
(Tilman 1983, 1987; Huntly & Inouye 1988). Weshall explore these relationships by
observations on an unfenced experimental productivity gradient in Field E. Studies
will include detailed sampling of the existing gradient of soil N availability with
knownhistories of gopher activity and vegetation as well as the creation of
artificial gopher moundsusing sterile topsoil or N-poorsubsoil and with or without
shade. Artificial gopher moundsallow a direct test of mechanismsthat underly the
correlation betweentotal soil N, standing crop of plant N, light, vegetation, and
gopher activity.
3) Gophersabundancein a field is the best predictor of abundanceof grasshoppers,
the dominantinvertebrate consumersin recently abandonedfields. Howdo gophers
affect grasshopper abundance? Weshall use artificial gopher moundsto test whether
they increase grasshopper abundanceby increasing suitable oviposition sites. Mounds
will be sampled for grasshopper eggpods, assayed in turn for parasitism. Artificial
moundswill be placed in old fields designated for manipulative study (but not
included in LTERsamples), assaying effects on subsequentgrasshopper population
density and composition.
Disturbed versus UndisturbedNitrogen Gradients: Clearcutting, plowing, and farming
has created a landscape at CCNHA
characterized by a mosaic of fields and remnantforests
that differ in disturbance history and productivity. The old-field chronosequence
suggested that both time since disturbance and soil N were major causes of succession
(Inouye et al. 1987a). Is time important because succession is caused by transient
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dynamics resulting

from differences in maximalgrowth rates or colonization rates

{Tilman1985, 1987, 1988)?Or, is time important because of slow accumulation of soil N?
Can spatial heterogeneity in plant species abundanceswithin individual fields, and among
fields of the same successional age, be explained by differences in N-supply? Howis
succession influenced by starting conditions, such as initial

species abundances?

To explore these questions we established disturbance experiments in the 3
experimental old fields in 1982by thoroughly disking a region in each and dividing it
into 54 plots, each 4 m x 4 m. These plots received different rates of N addition, with
treatments identical to the fenced nitrogen gradient experiments (Tilman 1987). Wehave
observed 6 years of succession on these disturbed plots (Fig. II).

N supply strongly

affects successional dynamics, with a different trajectory for each rate of N addition.
The pattern of succession also depends on the initial

floristic

compositionof the plots

and the colonization rates of different species. This raises several questions. What
traits allow plants to be early successional species on poor soils? Onrich soils? Howdo
mid- and late- successional species of poor and rich soils differ in life history and
morphology?Data on allocation to roots, stems, leaves and seeds by common
species (being
collected by Dr. Scott Gleeson) will help us address these questions.
To our surprise, the initial

effect of N addition was divergence amongreplicates of

a given treatment (Inouye and Tilman 1988). Might this occur because plot-to-plot
differences in initial

compositionwere magnified by rapid growth rates following N

addition? Although trajectories of population density for major species suggest that
replicates are starting to converge as species that were initially

absent invade plots

(Inouye and Tilman 1988), the slowness of colonization and competitive displacement mean
that manymoreyears of observation will be needed to test this hypothesis, and to
documentthe pattern of succession following disturbance.
Responsesto Climatic Change:Climatic warmingover the next several decades will
disturb ecosystems greatly.

Annual monitoring of habitats and processes throughout the

CCNHA
landscape will allow us to documentimpacts of climatic change on these ecosystems.
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Figure 11. The dynamicsof succession on poor and rich soils. In 1982, plots in Fields A,
Band C were disturbed via thorough disking {Tilman1987), and then divided into
replicated plots that received different rates of N addition. The rate of N addition had a
major impact on the pattern of succession, as shownabove for 2 of the 9 treatments, in 2
of the 3 fields. Thus, contrary to our initial hypotheses, N addition does not just speed
up successional dynamics, it changes the successional trajectory. This, on the surface,
is consistent with predictions of the theory of succession as transient dynamicsin Tilman
(1988a), but must be comparedwith allocation patterns to test this hypothesis.

Of all CCNHA
habitats, wetlands and the wetland-upland ecotone are likely to showthe most
immediateand dramatic responses to of this disturbance. Wetlands are distinctly patterned
in relation to water-table depth, fluctuation, and water flow (Jeglum 1971; Stewart and
Kantrud 1972).Changesof a few cm in water level can alter species composition,
productivity, carbon accumulation, and biogeochemicalcycling in wetlands. Moreover,
wetlands comprise almost 40%of CCNHA's
surface area. Wehave, therefore, chosen them for
one of our experimental studies of disturbance -- that of rapid climatic change.
Our experimental, observational and paleoecological workon wetlands is designed to
answer such questions as: 1) Howwill wetlands respond to climatic warming? 2) Will they
exhibit strong and early responses because of sensitivity to changes in water-table? 3)
Will responses be especially rapid and substantial close to the forest/prairie border
where annual precipitation and evaporation are about equal? 4) Will the main cause of
species migration be physical change in environmentor interspecific interactions?

5)

Will the ordering of plant species distributions with respect to water-table remain the
same, or will somespecies migrate rapidly and others -- owingto biological inertia
(Gorham1957) -- slowly? Whatare the time-lags betweenchanges in water-table and
changes in plant populations? 6) Will herbivores and parasites have greater or lesser
effects on vegetation following climatic warming? 7) Will changingclimate alter
substantially the cycles of elements {C, N, and S) through effects on production,
decompositionand storage of organic matter, and upon gas fluxes (C,N,S)and peat and
pore-water chemistry -- especially redox potential?

Finally, 8) Whatwill be the effect

upon chemical contributions of wetlands to groundwaters?
Becausethe direction of future climatic change in any given location is uncertain,
and because effects of climate change uponrunoff and soil moisture are likely to be
complex(Mitchell and Warrilow1987), we shall examinewetland responses to rising as well
as falling water-tables.

Wetlandsdepositing peat are of particular interest because

their record of response to water-table changes -- especially that provided by fossil
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bryophytes (Janssens 1986) -- can be used to predict future changes in wetland ecology and
biogeochemistry.Weshall address the questions raised above by three approaches.
1) Observations will be madeon the compositionof visibly zoned plant communities,
and their element cycling, in permanentplots along water-table gradients in small
marshes and peatlands at CCNHA.
A special focus will be measurementof annual tree
growth as radial stem increment, which likely increased rapidly during the 1930's
drought, and annual litterfall,
a moredirect surrogate for net primary productivity.
Effects of changing herbivory (by insects and small marrmals)will also be
investigated.
2) Weshall determine by paleoecological studies of dated short and long peat cores
(50 cmto several meters) changes in vegetation, and in storage of carbon and other
elements, in relation to past climatic warming,for instance the 1930's drought and
the mid-postglacial warmperiod. Bryophyte-fossil assemblages, which can change
dramatically on a time-scale of a decade or so, will be used to reconstruct changes
in water tab l e and pH (Janssens 1986).
3) Weshall alter water tables experimentally at 2 scales: first, in a project
begun at CCNHA
in 1987, by raising and lowering small (50 x 50 cm)monoliths of peat
and vegetation 10-15 cm in situ, or transplanting themto other lower and higher
vegetation zones; and second, by drawing downlarger (10 x 5 m) plots at CCNHA,
isolated by impervious walls to 2 mdepth, and pumpingthe water into similar plots
nearby, altering water tables by 10-20 cm. In addition, Gorhamis seeking other funds
to perform similar experiments, including the drawingdownof whole wetlands, in
habitats such as the forested kettle-hole bogs of the North Central Forest Experiment
Station's Marcell Forest, and the reed swampsof the Agassiz Wildlife Refuge.
In summary,the comparativeobservations, paleoecological analyses, and manipulative
experiments proposed will aid greatly in predicting the magnitudeand timing of wetland
responses -- biological and geochemical-- to climatic disturbance caused by the
accumulation of greenhousegases. Weare eager to establish this work at the present time,
and believe that it is central to the mission of LTERbecause future climatic changemay
be one of the greatest disturbances to CCNHA,
and, indeed, the globe.
C. EcosystemMode11 ing and EcosystemTheory

Modelling is an integral part of our program.CCNHA
researchers are developing and
testing

models of soil C and N dynamics(NCSWAP;
Clay, Clapp, Molina and Linden 1985),

peatland hydrology (PHIM;Guertin, Barten and Brooks 1987), dynamicsof soil base
saturation and pH {TITRSOIL;
Bloomand Grigal 1985), successional dynamics(the resource
ratio hypothesis; Tilman 1982, 1985), transient dynamicsthat might follow ecosystem
disturbance (ALLOCATE;
Tilman 1988a), and plant life form (allocation to roots, stems,
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leaves and seeds) along productivity and trans-biome gradients (ALLOCATE;
Tilman 1988a).
These models are not developed for their ownsake, but represent a constant feedback
betweentheory, experimentation and observation -- all of which are essential aspects of
ecological research. Modelling is essential because it explores the underlying logic of
possible cause and effect and feedback relations in ecosystems, allowing the development
of newhypotheses to explain patterns. Modelling never stands on its own, but can uncover
the logical (i.e., mathematical) predictions that result from a given set of simplifying
assumptions. If model predictions are inconsistent with observational or experimental
data, one or more simplifying assumptionswere incorrect. This is a crucial part of the
scientific process, for it leads to rejection of old and creation of new hypotheses.
These points provide the rationale

for our use of models in long-term experiments.

Models are needed to interpret the dynamicsof long-term experiments, to generate
hypotheses, to makepredictions that experiments can test, and to ensure that hypotheses
and field experiments are logically consistent. Long-termobservations and experiments
are expensive. Models are essential tools for their efficient design and interpretation.
Wedo not have the space to elaborate on all the models we are using, but we shall
highlight two newecosystemmodels we plan for upcomingyears. Eachof these is
spearheaded by a scientist whowill join our team upon renewal: Dr. AnthonyStarfield
(Professor of Civil and Mineral Engineeringand of Ecologyand Behavioral Biology); and
Dr. John Pastor (AdjunctAssistant Professor of Ecology and Behavioral Biology and
Research Scientist at the University's Natural ResourceResearch Institute)
1. Soil-Plant-Herbivore Interactions and FeedbackEffects

The structure of an ecosystememergesfrom the interactions amongits elements and
their feedback effects on each other. Wewant to develop a model of the interactions
and feedback effects amongsoils, plants and herbivores. Wehypothesize that the structure
of terrestrial

ecosystems comesfrom the interplay of both the bottom-upeffects of soils

on plants and of plants on herbivores and the top-downeffects of herbivores and plants on
soils. Dependingon whether such effects represent positive or negative feedback, and the
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time scales on which they operate, they can cause ecosystemconvergence, divergence, or
sustained, long-term oscillation

(DeAngeliset al. 1986).

Wewill start by hybridizing existing models. There are several candidate models,
including ALLOCATE
(Tilman 1988a), NCSWAP
(Molina et al. 1983), LINKAGES
(Pastor and Post
1986), and CENTURY
(Parton et al. 1987). Each has one or more advantages for our
purposes, each overlaps to somedegree with at least one other model, and each is
deficient in one or more respects. Becauseonly ALLOCATE
and LINKAGES
consider individual
plants, and we will begin by coupling ALLOCATE
and LINKAGES.
ALLOCATE
predicts the growth and carbon and nutrient allocation of individual plants
from seed germination through senescence. It is driven by data on N availability

and

disturbance, and will be modified to include temperature. It predicts howallocation
patterns affect light extinction through the canopy. The disadvantages of ALLOCATE
are
that there is no feedback of litter

on nutrient dynamicsand herbivory is not included.

LINKAGES
predicts the growth of individual trees from sapling size through maturity
at annual time steps, and howchanges in species abundanceaffect soil N availability
through litter

decay, thus complementingALLOCATE.
It is driven by data on climate and

soil water holding capacity. It includes explicit feedbacks betweenlight, water, and
nitrogen availabilities
productivity.

and their resulting effects on species compositionand

However,as with other JABOWA/FORET
models (Botkin et al. 1972, Aber et

al. 1982, Shugart 1984), it assumesthat plant allocation is fixed and that growth is
determined by reducing a maximaldiameter increment curve to the extent that resources are
less than optimal. Germinationand seedling-seedling competition are not included.
Wewill couple ALLOCATE
and LINKAGES
by using ALLOCATE
to predict individual plant
growth, allocation, and litter
nitrogen availability.

return and using LINKAGES
to predict litter

decay and

Wewill begin by simulating the interactions betweentwo species,

a tree (nominally oak) and a grass. A model of mixed-life-form competition is essential
to explain the grassland to forest transition that occurs at CCNHA.
Additional species,
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including herbivores (selective and non-selective by tissue chemistry and leaf height)
will be added to determine howlife history strategies and trophic structure affect
ecosystemproperties, which are major topics of our long-term experiments. Pastor is
currently simulating herbivory in boreal forests using LINKAGES
under independentNSF
funding (BSR-8614960),
and manyof the techniques developed in that project will be of use
here. Parameters will be based on CCNHA
data. Whetheror not herbivory is required to
validate the model is an interesting problem. Parton et al. (1987)could not validate
the CENTURY
model of grasslands without herbivory, but LINKAGES
has been well validated
for forests of the Great Lakes region without inclusion of herbivory (Pastor and Post
1986). Wesuspect that herbivory will be neededto validate our model because of the
differences in herbivory caused by size differences betweenherbaceous and woodyspecies.
Wewill use this model to explore other questions. Disturbances can be simulated as
stochastic events, but we hypothesize that the frequency of somedisturbances mayarise
from feedbacks and constraints. Fire, a key disturbance at the forest-prairie

border, is a

function of fuel supply and moisture, and is therefore an integral part of the plant,
litter,

soil feedback loop. Wewish to understand howfire interacts with ecosystem

processes at CCNHA.
Data available at CCNHA
on the effects of fire can provide a basis
for construction of a modified version of the ALLOCATE-LINKAGE
hybrid model. Under
independent NSFfunding (BSR-86159),Pastor is incorporating a fire simulation model (Van
Wagnerand Pickett 1985) into LINKAGES.
Finally, we will embedour hybrid model in a spatial context so as to simulate
dispersal of organisms and disturbances. Eachsimulated plot would be affected by events
in neighboring plots.

For example, plant germination rates would be functions of seed

production in a plot and in adjacent plots.

Similarly, the probability of fire in a plot

would depend on conditions within a plot and within its neighborhood. Wewill embedthe
model in a landscape context by coupling it with a geographic information system (GIS).
The GISwill provide data on spatial distribution of driving variables for the model, and
ouput of model predictions will be reentered into the GISto examinespatial patterning of
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ecosystemprocesses. NRRI,Pastor's homeinstitution, currently has an ERDAS
GIS, and a
proposal has been submitted to the NSFBiological Facilities Centers Programfor
additional GIScapability.

Further, we will coordinate our modelling with W.Parton and

H. Shugart, whoare exploring methodsto extend FORET-type
models to grasslands as part of
programsat the CPERLTERand the Virginia Barrier Island LTER.
2. Expert SystemMode11 ing

There are two ways to conceptualize an ecosystem: as a system structured by the
intricacies of the interactions amongall its constituent parts, or as a moreholistic
structure that can be understood in its broad outline by the interactions amonga few
major variables. These two views correspondroughly to simulation models versus simple,
qualitative overview models of ecosystemstructure and function. Webelieve that it is
important to develop both. Thus, in addition to the simulation models discussed above, we
will build qualitative models.

A picture representing a nutrient cycle or food-chain

is a rough representation that helps showhowdifferent componentsof the system interact.
Unfortunately, such a picture is static:

it imparts no information about rates of

transfer, system dynamics,or effects of disturbances. Starfield and Bleloch (1986)
suggested that it should be possible to build qualitative models using the technology of
rule-based expert systems. Starfield, Farmand Taylor (1987)developed a qualitative,

rule-based model of a shallow estuarine lake. It has shownthe importanceof including
dynamicsand feedback effects,

even in a course and qualitative way: the model predicted

that rates of changeof salinity had a greater impact than salinity levels per se.
The LTERat Cedar Creekoffers an opportunity to develop and test qualitative, rulebased models as an integral part of our studies. Wewill start by developing expert
systemmodels for nitrogen cycles, for secondarysuccession, and for soil-plant-herbivore
interactions. Thesemodelswould parallel the morecomplexsimulation modelsweare
developing (NCSWAP,
ALLOCATE,
the hybrid of ALLOCATE
and LINKAGES).
By comparingand
contrasting the predictions of these two approachesto modelling, we should be able to
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determine the essential features of the models. This project will be cooperative and
interactive, with Starfield workingwith interested faculty and graduate students in model
development, testing and modification.

D. CROSS-SITE
SYNTHESES
Weare interested in developing and testing general ecological principles at several
spatial and temporal scales. A major newthrust of the CCNHA
LTERproject will be crosssite integration and synthesis. With our strong local data base, and the similar data sets
that have nowdeveloped at other LTERsites, we are excited by the potential for crosssite syntheses, 6 of which we list below.
1. Regional and global cross-site

C08')arisonsof controls on N availability

Soil-N mineralization often limits the rate of net primary production and is part of
a reciprocal feedback loop betweenthe C and N cycles (Pastor and Post 1986). Because
different species have different requirements for N and have litter of different C
qualities, patterns of N mineralization both influence and are influenced by plant
competition. At global scales, Nmineralization and species compositionare controlled by
climate, but there has been no systematic examinationof the relations betweenN
mineralization, organic-matter quality, and climate. Pastor and Tilman propose to
undertake such a synthesis, in conjunction with researchers at other sites.
N mineralization data, obtained using comparablemethods, are available for a soil
chronosequenceat CCNHA
(Pastor et al. 1987b), old-growth pine, oak, maple and hemlock
forests and second-growthpine plantations and successional stands in S. Wisconsin
(Nadelhoffer et al. 1983, Pastor et al. 1984), boreal forests on Isle Royale (Pastor and
Naiman,ongoing), second-growthmaple and oak forests in S. Michigan (Zak et al. 1987)and
old-growth maple and hemlockforests in N. Michigan(Mladenoff 1987). There is a strong
climatic gradient across these sites, with meanannual temperature and actual
evapotranspiration increasing southwestwardand precipitation decreasing westward.Similar
data are available for LTERsites:

HubbardBrook(Melillo 1977), Konzaand Central Plains

(D. Schimel, pers. comm.),BonanzaCreek (Gordonet al. 1987), Arctic Tundra (Nadelhoffer
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pers. conm.)and Jornada (W.Whitford, pers. conm.). This provides a wide range of Nmineral ization data spanning northern hardwoods,boreal conifers, grasslands, desert, and
tundra, with the greatest concentration in the region of steepest climatic gradients.
Data are also available on other soil properties for these sites.
has not generally been measuredexcept for C/Nor C/P ratios.

Organic-matter quality

Wewill obtain samples of

these soils for organic-matter fractionation (Johnson 1979, Spycher et al. 1983,
McClaugherty et al. 1985).Wewill coll ate, verify, analyze, synthesize and publish these
data in collaboration with interested scientists at these other sites.
2. TheTrans-BiOIIII!
Life FonnGradientof NorthAmerica

A striking feature of North Americais the complexproductivity and physiognomic
gradient from desert grasslands, to shortgrass prairie, to tallgrass prairie, to oak
savanna, to deciduous forests. It is all the more striking because of its similarity to
productivity gradients on other continents, reviewed in Whittaker (1975)Beard (1983)and
Tilman (1988a). Whittaker (1975) synthesized IBP data to describe and explain the North
Americangradient. Since then there has been an inmenseincrease in our knowledgeof
processes that might cause these patterns, but data are site-specific and have not
undergonecross-site comparisonand synthesis.
Tilman is interested in causes of trans-biome gradients; his recent bookreviews them
and proposes theoretical explanations {Tilman1988a).Hewill lead in synthesizing data
from LTERsites along the North Americangradient, and has requested partial support for
this in a renewal request for the LTERNational Coordinating Grant.
Such a synthesis is appropriate at this time for several reasons. First, 7 LTERsites
span the major biomes along this gradient (Fig. 3): the most productive end is represented
by cove forests (Coweeta),then comenorthern hardwoodforest (HubbardBrook), oak-beechmaple forest (Kellogg), oak savanna and prairie (CCNHA),
tallgrass

prairie (Konza),

shortgrass prairie (CPER),and finally desert shrublands and grasslands (Jornada). Each
LTERsite has gathered detailed information on underlying processes that influence primary
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productivity and vegetation structure, including data on nutrient limitation and nutrient
dynamics. Tilman has contacted scientists at each site to start developing a networkfor
this cross-site research.

Second, there is growinginterest in explaining these broad-

scale patterns using a variety of conceptual or theoretical approaches(Oksanenet al.
1981; Mengeand Sutherland 1987; Tilman 1988a; Shugart and Parton, pers. comm.).To test
amongthese hypotheses, we need a detailed record of the waysthat various attributes
of populations, communitiesand ecosystemschange along the gradient.
In cooperation with scientists at the other sites, Tilmanwill coordinate collation
of data. If the LTERNational Coordinating Grant can provide funds, he would also
coordinate collection of any data currently missing at a particular site.

Wehope to use

data from 3 replicate stands (relatively free from anthropogenicdisturbance) within each
site.

At each we will either collate or collect information on:

(1) Net primary productivity, plant heights, growth forms, and biomassdistribution among
leaf, root and stem;
(2) Root distribution at various depths in the soil;
(3) Storage of C and Nin different soil horizons;
(4) Proportion of net annual productivity consumed,as well as identities and densities
of major herbivores;
(5) Levels of extractable NH
4 and N~, preferably once a monththrough the growingseason;
(6) In situ N-mineralization rates ana rates of supply of other limiting soil resources;
(7) Concentrations of other soil resources that limit productivity at the site,
(8) Vertical light profiles once a monthduring the growingseason;
(9) Soil incubations from each site under a range of standardized temperature and
moisture to determine N-mineralization rates and the level to which nitrifying
bacteria can reduce NH
4 in the absence of vascular plant uptake;
(10) Climatic data (meanand variance for precipitation, actual and potential
evapotranspiration, and temperature for each monthof the growingseason; and
(11) Seasonal changes in water-table depth;
(12) Soil-profile descriptions;
(13) Frequencies, intensities, and spatial and temporal extents of disturbance.
Although this data set is massive, it can be assembledwithin a few years. Muchhas
been collected, and can be compiled by interactions amongdata-managersat the sites.

For

instance, this full data set has already been collected at CCNHA.
The CCNHA
data-manager
will take a lead role. Soil incubations would be performedby Dr. D. Zak, a post-doc at
CCNHA.
Chemicalanalyses would be performedat CCNHA
to assure intersite comparability.
Standardized samples for chemical analysis would be provided to all sites contributing
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data. Oncethe multisite data set is assembled, Tilman will perfonn preliminary analyses
and send tables, figures, and the compiled data set to interested scientists at other
sites. This group would then discuss the data and prepare papers for publication.
This project will detennine if there are broad, inter-biome patterns in vegetation
structure, nutrient dynamics, and herbivory that are linked to differences in productivity
along this North Americangradient, and the extent to which such patterns result from
similar underlying constraints and mechanisms.Comparisonof population, communityand
ecosystemprocesses along this complexproductivity gradient mayhelp explain it and yield
insight into processes controlling similar gradients around the globe.
3. A Hierarchical Approachto Disturbanceand Persistence

Dr. TimothyAllen of the Northern Lakes LTERhas been funded by the LTERNational
Coordination grant to perfonn cross-site comparisonsof the role of hierarchical processes
throughout the LTERnetwork. Weare collaborating with him in this endeavor by providing
data needed for these cross-site comparisons.As an outgrowth of our interactions with
him, we have broadened our efforts to understand the role of spatial hierarchies at Cedar
Creek. Wehave chosen as our starting point the question of the forces that allow the
persistence of a species within a landscape. Such persistence depends on the interactions
between an individual and its microsite, the probability that propagules will migrate to a
suitable microsite, the rate and spatial patterning of the creation of suitable
microsites, and the rate of extinction at microsites. As such, it encompassesseveral
different spatial and temporal scales. The basic question -- whether or not a species will
persist -- can only be answeredby considering all these scales and the interactions among
them. Dr. MarkDavis is working in conjunction with TimAllen on a project that looks at
the role of fire, pocket gophers, and microsite successional processes in determining the
persistence of a prairie forb (Penstemongrandiflorus) on the oak savanna of CCNHA.
The
work combinesmicrosite studies of local persistence, larger scale studies of colonization
of gopher mounds,and landscape level studies (using GIS) of patterns of fire and longterm habitat creation, and uses these to test hierarchy theory (Allen and Starr 1982;
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All en et a1. 1984; O'Neill, et a1. 1986). Hierarchy theory is a new, largely theoretical,
speculative and controversial area (Ricklefs 1987)that needs studies such as this to
test, refine, and/or reject it. This workwas initiated with funding from the CCNHA
LTER
grant and nowhas additional direct NSFsupport ("Disturbanceand the Dynamicsof Pattern
in a Sand Plain OakSavannah:A Hierarchical Approachto the Problemof Species
Persistence," NSF/BSR
8717847for $125,444for 6/1/88 to 5/31/91).
4. Intersite Co!q)arisonsof Succession
Succession is often defined as the dynamicresponse of an ecosystemto disturbance.
Becausedisturbance is one of five core LTERareas, all LTERsites, in effect, study
succession. Although interest has been growing in processes and mechanismsthat underly
successional patterns (West, Shugart and Botkin 1981), most research has involved detailed
studies at a single site or comparedecosystemsdominatedby a single life form or
starting condition, as in old field succession. Past studies of succession mayhave
suffered because of emphasison similarities

rather than differences. Cross-site studies

involving explicit comparisonof successions in widely different habitat types and with
widely different starting conditions have been rare, but mayprovide newinsights into
successional processes.
ManyLTERsites, and several other sites in which succession has been studied, afford
an opportunity to compareand contrast successional dynamicsin diverse ecosystems,
determining dependenceof the rate and pattern of succession on primary productivity,
climate, substrate, disturbance history, herbivory, and initial

composition. These sites

form a gradient from old field successions on N-poor, unproductive soils (CCNHA
and
SavannahRiver laboratories)

to those on moderately productive soils (Buell's old fields

at Rutgers, the North Carolina Piedmont, and old fields at Kellogg LTER),to old-field
successions on highly productive soils (CoweetaLTER).LTERsites at HubbardBrook, the
Alaskan Taiga and AndrewsExperimental Forest provide similarly great contrasts in climate
and productivity for successions in clearcut or burned forests, as well as contrasts with
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old-field successions.
These sites span a large portion of the geography,soils and climate of North
America, as well as types of disturbances that can initiate succession. Although all
(presumably)will eventually be dominatedby forest, they have markedlydifferent
dynamics.Old fields at Coweetahave a closed canopyof trees 10 m tall after 15 years,
whereas 60-year fields at CCNHA
have at most 15%cover by woodyplants, most of them
vines, shrubs, or stunted trees under 1 min height. There maybe equally great
differences amongthese successions in other parameters, such as extractable NH
4 and N03,
root:shoot ratios, N-mineralization rates, and plant life-histories.
Weare establishing contacts at these sites and the CCNHA
data managerwill
coordinate data collation amongthem. Maximum
effectiveness depends on additional funds,
which Tilman has requested as part of the renewal request for the LTERNational
Coordinating Grant. Wewill coordinate our workwith a project initiated at the Savannah
River Laboratories, where a group will meet on March14 and 15, 1988to compareand
contrast studies of old field succession. Oncedata are collated and preliminary analyses
have been performed, interested scientists from all sites will meet to discuss the data
and to begin preparing papers(s) based on it for submissionto peer-reviewed journals.
5. Dynamicsof Carbonand Nitrogen

Dr. Jean Molina has been workingto verify NCSWAP,
a dynamicmodel of interactions
amongsoil microorganisms,C sources, and Nat CCNHA,
and will use it to predict both long
and short-term dynamicsof organic matter and Nin CCNHA
soils.

It is similar in approach

to PHOENIX
(McGill et al. 1981), whichwas developed at the CPERLTER.It provides an
interesting contrast with Parton's CENTURY
model, which predicts long-term dynamicsof
soil organic-matter and N. In cooperation with CPERscientists, we will compareand
contrast these models by applying each to data gathered in the other system.
6. other Cross-Site eon.>arisons

CCNHA
scientists are involved in several other cross-site syntheses and comparisons.
A.

Grigal is collaborating with K. Pregitzer (Kellogg) in developing a GISfor
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regional comparisonsof forested ecosystems. Wehave also discussed with participants at
Kellogg the application of GISto ecosystemhydrology, especially in poorly-defined
drainage systems in recently-glaciated areas of low relief.

This is relevant to assessing

movementof materials derived from natural or anthropogenic activities to groundwater.
Weand those investigators are preparing a proposal to explore such topics.
B. Weare collaborating with J. Magnusonto comparepatterns of spatial and temporal
variance within and amonga series of LTERsites. Wehave contributed all relevant data
from the first 6 years of the CCNHA
project, and will participate in an upcomingsession
to synthesize results for all participating sites in the LTER
network.
C. Successional dynamicsare a major theme of the research being performedat both
CCNHA
and at the Taiga site. Van Cleve et al. (1987)have recently reported that depth to
the water table is an important soil-associated property that varied in a predictable way
with successional stage. Changesin that property affected manyother physical and
chemical processes in their systems. Wewill coordinate and compareour studies on effects
of water table with theirs.
D. During the secondyear of the CCNHA
LTER,a group of scientists visited Konzaand
planned coordinated fire experiments.This past summerwe completed the first 4-year
burning cycle and are analyzing data to compareour results with those at Konza.
E. Weare interested in the importanceof ecological inertia, i.e., the possibility
that ecosystemsmayhave a structure more in tune with past than with present
environmental conditions. If correct, disturbance mayallow an ecosystemto comemore
rapidly to equilibrium with its present environmental conditions. This is a major themeat
NiwotRidge LTERand we plan to compareour results with theirs.
F. Wehave encouragedcross-site comparisonsby organizing and participating in the
first LTERAll-Scientists

Meeting at the University of Minnesota' Itasca field station.

Wehave also participated in and organized manyother cross-site workshops.
G. There are manyother areas with significant overlaps betweenour studies and
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those at other LTERsites. Webelieve that ecological knowledgecan advance most rapidly
if we combinedetailed studies of site-specific processes performed at CCNHA
with
comparisonsamongvarious sites. To that end we shall continue to initiate other crosssite comparisons, will continue to be willing contributors of data and ideas to projects
suggested by others, and will continue to gather additional data requested by others to
the fullest

extent possible within our resources. For instance, we helped Dr. Tim

Schowalter of AndrewsLTERestablish an experimental study of log decompositionprocesses
and rates at CCNHA
for comparisonwith rates in other localities.

Wewill also continue

our active participation in the LTERNational Coordinating Committee.
E. lHE FIVECORE
AREAS
FORLTER

The National Science Foundationhas identified five core topics that all LTERsites
are expected to address. These core topics have formed an important focus for CCNHA
research and provide the breadth needed to address causes of ecosystempatterns and the
comparability of data required for syntheses amongthe LTERsites. Our observational and
experimental research, described in the preceeding sections, in combinationwith
additional studies mentionedbelow, is designed to equitably cover the five core topics.
To avoid redundancy,we will only briefly mention the most relevant aspects of our
previously described work, and, and because of space limitations, can only briefly outline
our other work in each of these 5 areas.
1. Pattern and Control of Primary Production

Weare studying the pattern of primary production on a variety of spatial and
temporal scales. In old fields, our finest temporal scale of resolution comesfrom biweekly sampling of above-groundplant biomass (identified to species), litter,

and below-

ground biomass. This allows us to accurately calculate total annual primary production. It
also allows us to estimate total annual production for the 42 permanent, unmanipulated
plots that we sample once each year for above- and below-groundproduction. These 42
plots, which are distributed amongold fields and native oak savanna, are providing
detailed information on year-to-year variation in primary productivity in relation to
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climate, herbivory, and soil nitrogen status. Our measurementsof primary production
throughout the 22 field successional chronosequence,including the newannual sampling we
will begin in 1988, provides data on a muchlonger temporal scale. The research that we
will initiate along the upland to lowland spatial gradient will documentpatterns in
primary productivity on a broad spatial scale in post-successional ecosystems.Our longterm monitoring in all these habitats will allow us to determine the correlations between
primary productivity, soil nutrient dynamics,disturbance, climatic variation, and
herbivory, as well as the temporal dynamicsof primary production during succession and
its spatial patterning within and amongsites. Our bi-weekly sampling revealed strong
seasonal differences in primary productivity amongplant species. Somedata suggest
shifts in species abundancecaused by year-to-year climatic variation, but we need a
longer-term record to determine if the trend is significant.
Our experimental additions of various nutrients (N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S, trace metals, or
water; each applied singly) has shownthat N is the main limiting resource throughout
succession and in oak savanna at CCNHA,
and that water is infrequently limiting. By
continuing these experiments, we can determine if water becomeslimiting during periodic
droughts and if other species, presently rare or absent in the plots, eventually increase
after addition of P, K, Ca, Mg, etc. Our various experimental nitrogen gradients (with and
without herbivores; with and without disturbance) are demonstrating the effects of
nutrient supply, herbivory, and disturbance on primary productivity and on the species
composition, diversity, and successional dynamicsof old fields and oak savanna. The
presence of transient dynamicsmeansthat these experiments must proceed for manyyears
before they can provide rigorous tests of hypotheses emanatingfrom our observational and
theoretical studies. Our herbivore removal experiments suggest that all herbivores,
combined,reduce annual above-groundproduction at CCNHA
by about 10%.Weare presently
analyzing the effects of removal (using barriers, insecticides and other toxins) of
various below-groundherbivores to determine howlarge a componentthis is at CCNHA.
In
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total, our work suggests that the processes that control N mineralization exert the
greatest influence on primary production. Thus, muchof our work on controls of nitrogen
budgets, cycling, and dynamicsis directly relevant to controls of primary productivity.

2. Spatial and Teqioral Distributions of Populations on Different TrophicLevels
Becauseour research is an attempt to synthesize population and communityecology
into the ecosystemperspective, we identify organisms to species wheneverpossible. In
sampling for primary productivity, we identify plants to species, and thus are obtaining a
detailed record of the dynamicsof the major producer species through time in
unmanipulated plots (e.g., Figs. 2, 5 and 8) and in response to various treatments (Figs.
2, 10 and 11; Tilman 1987). Wealso estimate densities of major herbivore species both in
completely unmanipulatedold fields and, beginning with renewal, along our upland to
lowland gradient. At present, in each of 18 old fields, we census all small manmals
annually (5 common
species, with one being an insectivore; Fig. 7) and all grasshopper
species (Fig. 7) each monthof the growingseason each year (with 6 common
grasshopper

species being the major insect herbivores in old fields). Although we do not census deer
directly we do obtain annual data on over-winter browsingrates, and we have access to DNR
data on deer densities in our portions of Anokaand Isanti counties (Fig. 7). The high
mobility of deer would makelocal estimates hard to obtain and difficult
asserted whenLTERbegan, and still

to interpret. We

believe, that it would not be cost effective for us to

study the dynamicsof vertebrate predators, because of their rarity and high mobility. We
do study the dynamicsof various soil organisms.Dr. EdwinSchmidt is currently analyzing
the effects of soil pH and nitrogen supply on the dynamicsof various itrifying bacteria
at Cedar Creek, a project jointly supported by LTERand a separate NSFgrant to Schmidt.
Martha Christensen, supported by her ownNSFgrant, is working in conjunction with the
CCNHA
LTERin a study of the dynamicsof soil microorganismsduring succession. Her
studies of the dynamicsof soil microfungi is parallel led by NancyJohnson's study of
mycorrhizal fungi and soil microarthropods,and DonZak's work on microbial biomass. We

will add more studies of plant, herbivore, and soil organismdynamicsupon renewal whenwe
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expand our work into the post-successional upland to lowland gradient.
Wemust stress that our work includes observations both in unmanipulatedareas and in
a variety of experiments. To the greatest extent possible, we determine the responses of
ecosystemprocesses and major species on several trophic levels to each of our
experimental manipulations. This meansthat most membersof our research team have an
interest in and participate in most of the experimental studies.
3. Pattern and Control of Organic Matter Acc11111lation

Our sampling of soil organic matter in the 2300permanentplots in the old field
chronosequenceallowed us to infer the long-term dynamicsof carbon accumulationduring
succession. Whenwe re-sample each of these quadrats, and calculate changes in organic
carbon and nitrogen, we will be able to test the validity of the inferences drawnfrom the
chronosequenceand more effectively infer the long-term dynamicsof organic matter
accumulation during succession. Our old field bum experiments and our oak savanna burn
experiments will demonstrate the effects of fire frequency on carbon and nitrogen
accumulation. Our work to date suggests a tight coupling betweenorganic matter dynamics
and nitrogen dynamicsin old fields, oak savanna, and oak forest, a hypothesis that the
nitrogen addition experiments will test. The rate of accumulation of organic matter is
determined by the difference betweenthe rates of organic matter production and loss.
Organic matter is added to the soil surface as litter

and to the rhizosphere as dead

roots, organic exudates of roots, and leachate from the litter
decay rates of litter

layer. Our studies of the

(Pastor et al. 1987c)and of cellulose strips (with different C:N

ratios) and of the rates of above- and below-groundproduction will allow us to better
understand the causes of the organic matter dynamicsthat we observe. This will be aided
by our modeling of N and C dynamicsusing NCSWAP
and of soil-plant-herbivore

interactions

using the hybrid of ALLOCATE
and LINKAGES.
Wewill study similar processes along the
upland to lowland gradient, as well as downslopetransport of C and N, and accumulation in
wetland sediments. The long-term rates of accumulation of C and Nin wetland sediments
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will be determined through paleoecological studies of peat and sediments.
4. Patterns of InorganicInputs and Movements

The wetfall and atmospheric collectors at CCNHA
documentthe input rates for N, S, P,
K, Ca, Mg, and manyother mineral elements. Data collected at two nearby NADP
sites
suggest that, on a seasonal or annual basis, our region receives fairly uniform
atmospheric loading rates. The long-term effects of these atmospheric loading rates are
not yet at all obvious. Somenutrients are limiting to plants and soil organisms, and may
thus increase the rate of nutrient accumulation and productivity during succession, at
least in the short-term. However,these and other nutrients mayalso increase the rate at
which bases are leached from the soil, and thus cause a long-term decrease in site
fertility.

The lysimeters already in place, whensupplementedby the ceramic cup

collectors that we will install in the old fields and along the upland to lowland
gradient, should, as previously discussed, allow us to better determine the dynamicsof
soil nutrients. This will be aided by the groundwaterchemistry monitoring wells that we
will install and those that USGS
has installed at CCNHA,
by the hydrologic model (PHIM)
that we will calibrate for CCNHA,
by our model of cation and anion dynamics(Bloomand
Grigal 1985) and by our periodic sampling of old field soils. The dynamicsof inorganic
nutrients within the soil are greatly influenced by, and, in turn influence, soil
microorganisms,vascular plants, and soil organic matter. Thus, the work summarizedhere,
for this core topic, is intimately related to our work in the preceding two core areas, as
well as our work on disturbance (whichinfluences nutrient loss rates). In addition to
observing nutrient inputs, recycling rates, and losses, our nutrient loading experiments
will determine the effects of N addition on loss rates of anions and bases.
5. Patterns and Frequenciesof Disturbance

Weview CCNHA
as a mosaic of patches that differ in their productivity and their
disturbance frequency and history.

Therefore studies of disturbance patterns, frequencies

and effects are a major componentof our research. At present, gopher moundsare the main
disturbance in old fields and oak savanna, and windthrowingof trees, and pathogens such
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as oak wilt are the major disturbances of forested areas. Before settlement, fire was an
important disturbance. Clearcutting and the constant disturbance of agriculture tilling
were major post-settlement disturbances. Our annual survey of gopher moundsand other
soil disturbances in old fields and oak savanna, of tree fall gaps and tree death from
pathogens in forested sites, and of responses to these natural disturbances will document
the pattern, frequency and effects of these disturbances. In addition, we have
observational and experimental studies designed to determine the effects of soil disking
and of various frequencies of prescribed burning in both old fields and oak savanna. Our
old field successional chronosequenceis an intensive study of the long-term dynamicsof
ecosystemrecovery from agricultural disturbance. Weare also studying the impact of
global climatic change, a potentially major disturbance, on ecosystemsat the wetlandupland ecotone. Measurementsof soil solution chemistry in plots subjected to different
rates and frequencies of disturbance are determining the effects of disturbance on rates
of nutrient loss and on nutrient availability,

as well as effects of disturbance on

communitycomposition. Furthermore, Dr. Scott Wilson, a National Science and Engineering
Research Council of CanadaPost-Doctoral researcher at CCNHA,
is starting a large-scale
experimental study of the joint and interactive effects of disturbance and productivity on
plant communitydiversity and structure in old fields.
RecentChangesin the CedarCreekLTER
Project

Whenthe CCNHA
LTERapplied for renewal after 5 years of support, we were given a 2
year renewal, and asked to modify our project so as to broaden our group of senior
investigators, to increase the range of the Cedar Creek landscape that we investigated,
and to strengthen our work on whole-ecosystemmodelling. D. Grigal, whohad been involved
in CCNHA
research from the start of LTER,greatly increased his involvement at that time
and becamea Co-PI. Since then, E. Gorhamhas becomeactively engaged in LTER,and will
serve as one of the 3 Co-PI's (with D. Grigal and D. Tilman). MarkDavis and Patrice
Morrowreceived support through the LTERproject, and both have nowreceived NSFgrants
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for research at CCNHA.
J. Molina also joined the group at that time. J. Pastor decided to
greatly increase his participation in LTER.The University of Minnesotahas committed
$55,0000 per year as matching support to the CCNHA
LTER.Someof these funds wil l be used
to pay 25%of Pastor's salary and to hire a graduate research assistant to workwith
Pastor. The renewal time two years ago was also a time of uncertainty for two other CCNHA
researchers, R. Inouye and N. Huntly. Huntly and Inouye had joined the CCNHA
group as post
docs in 1982, but left Minnesotafor Idaho State University in 1986.Theyhave decided
that CCNHA
is their major research site. Theycameback to CCNHA
this past field season,
and will receive LTERsupport for their work at CCNHA
as a subcontract on this renewal.
CCNHA
will provide themwith on-site housing, as in the past.
The CCNHA
LTERhas a large, multi-disciplinary team of scientists whoshare interests
and a desire to cooperatively pursue long-term research. There is a core of 8 facultylevel researchers whoare actively engagedin the project, and whohave a long-term
commitmentto its success: E. Gorham,D. Grigal, N. Huntly, R. Inouye, J. Molina, J.
Pastor, A. Starfield and D. Tilman. In addition, J. Tester (U. Minnesota), M. Davis
(Macalester Co11ege), K. Brooks (U. Minnesota), P. Morrow(U. Minnesota), M. Christensen
(U. Wyoming),J. Gurevitch (SunyStony Brook), and E. Schmidt (U. Minnesota) are
performing research at CCNHA
that complementsand is coordinated with the LTERprogram.
These 7 additional faculty-level

scientists will contribute to LTER
during the next 5

years, with the depth and extent of their involvement determined by their interests and
desires, and the needs of the project.

The project's breadth and depth is also increased

by the 3 post-doctoral researchers and the 9 Ph.D.students whowork at CCNHA.
During the
past 2 years, we have considerably broadenedour work, both conceptually and in terms of
the landscape elements we consider. Weare excited by the opportunities we see for
collaboration within our group. All 3 Co-PI's are fully committedto the long-term success
of the project. Wewill share administrative duties amongthe three of us, makingmajor
decisions by consensus. The responsibility of serving as project coordinator will rotate
amongthe three of us on an annual basis. Although we do not anticipate turnover in this
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group, by sharing duties among3 scientists, by having our group include several
additional faculty-level

researchers, and by continuing to encouragenewresearchers to

join the group, we will be able to maintain long-term continuity of project leadership.
Data ManagenEnt
and ExperimentalDesign: GuidingPrinciples

The LTERprogramhas provided CCNHA
with a unique opportunity to makemajor
contributions to ecology. Wespent muchtime discussing long-term research before we
began, and have continued these discussion formally and informally. The discussions have
led to someguiding principles for our research:
1. Investigator Disturbance: Weare sensitive to the possibility that sampling an
experiment could influence its course. Wenever allow anyoneto enter our smaller-scale
plots (4 m x 4 m). All sampling is from the margins or, if needed, from a boardwalk
suspendedover plots. Evenwhenwe co11ect destructive samples (total pl ant biomass,
species composition, soil samples) we limit the area sampled each year to <2%,so that
plots could be sampled annually for 50 years before resampling was necessary. In the old
fields, we collect destructive samples in a quadrat sufficiently narrow (10 cm)that we
have not observed any plants responding to it as a disturbance; instead we see rapid
regrowth of clipped vegetation as well as vegetative spread into the plot from its
margins. For larger-scale plots (20 m x 50 m) we have laid a trail of cementpatio blocks
from which to sample, confining investigator disturbance to the smallest possible area.
Less than 0.1%is destructively sampled each year in the large plots.
2. Research Documentation:Weare sticklers for documentation,striving to documentthe
materials, methodsand design of each study sufficiently well that an ecologist with no
previous knowledgeshould be able to continue the work and understand the intricacies of
data al ready co11ected. Documentationof a11 experiments incl udes mapsof l ocat ion in the
field and the field layout of individual plots. Experimentaland observational plots are
permanently markedin the field using epoxy-painted steel rods and weather-proof aluminum
tags. Such documentationis required before any project begins. Our data manageris in
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charge of collating, storing and updating this documentationin cooperation with involved
researchers. To facilitate

this, we require that all newprojects be planned in

consultation with our data manager.
3. Archiving soil samples: Whenwe start a major experimental or observational study, we
archive dried soil samples for each plot.

Werealize from past long-term research, (e.g.,

at Rothamsted)that samples archived in the 1840's have proven extremely useful for
purposes not even suspected whenthey were collected.
4. Data Archiving: Duplicate copies of all data sets, records, and documentation are
maintained at CCNHA
and in our Data Manager'soffice on the main campusof the University.
Data are maintained as hard copy and in computerfiles. Copies of all data disks are also
kept at D. Tilman's home, the homeof the data manager, and at Idaho State University.
5. Data Quality: Most data are gathered directly onto computersvia interfaces with
balances, pH meters, autoanalyzers, etc. Wehave written software specific for particular
experiments and measurements,so that potentially incorrect data can be identified
immediately. For manysituations the software prompts users to verify each datumas it is
collected. Wehave written software to convert these data sets rapidly to forms usable for
statistical

analysis; an investigator can knowimmediatelywhat the data show. This is an

important part of quality assurance, because unusual or unexpectedpatterns can be
validated or corrected immediately, whenit is still

possible to resample in the field.

6. Data Comparability: Wedo all possible to assure that data are comparablefromyear to
year. Wehave prepared explicit written directions for the methodsused in all routine
data collection.

Wehave large batches of standardized soils and plant tissues to allow

calibration of future measurements. For plant and insect identification, we maintain a
workingherbarium with voucher sheets, and a large insect collection,

at CCNHA.

7. Data Availability: All data are available to other researchers within and outside the
project whoare interested in collaborating in newanalyses. Although specific hypotheses
guide our work, other scientists will find our data useful for other reasons. Wehave had
manyinteractions internally (e.g., amongPastor, Tilman, Gorham,Huntly, Grigal, Molina,
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and Inouye) and externally (e.g., 6 yr data set provided to J. Magnusonfor cross-site
comparisonof spatial and temporal variability in different ecosystemelements).
Availability also implies access. Wehave microcomputersand software that allow our
investigators to analyze data easily and to see on screen relationships amongvariables of
interest.

Our budget includes a request for additional microcomputersto allow new

investigators such data access.
8. Data Manager:Weconsider all the data we gather to be not only of immediatevalue for
addressing current questions, but to have muchfuture potential value to others. Thus, we
treat all data as if they are being held "in trust" for others. This requires that we
spend muchmore time documentingdata and establishing suitable data bases to allow easy
retrieval

and analysis in the future. Moreover,we consider all our data to be part of one

data set. Wewant any researcher to be able to compareany variable with any other
variable.

Weexpect our data managerto interact with data managersat other sites and to

assist with intersite data transfer and comparisons.Wehave found that the only wayto
meet these data management
goals, as well as the others listed in the preceeding sections,
is to have a ful 1-time, professional data manager.Our Data Manager,A. El Haddi, has a
M.S. in Statistics and Agronomy
plus an additional 30 credits in ComputerScience and had
data managementexperience before we hired him.
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AppendixII. SITEDESCRIPTIIW,
FACILITIES,
SITEUSEPROMOTIIW
1. Site

Cedar Creek Natural History Area is a 2,185 ha (9 square mile) experimental
ecological reserve located 60 kmnorth of the University of Minnesotain Minneapolis. It
lies in a floristic transition zone with manyspecies near their southwestern limits while
others are at their northern limits. CCNHA's
southern relict outpost of boreal forest
species, its extensive oak savanna, prairie openings, old fields, marshes, manysoil
types, and closeness to the University makeit a unique research site. CCNHA
is ownedand
managedby the University of Minnesota. The Site Director, Dr. John Tester, and the Cedar
CreekAdvisory Panel regulate all research and resolve any potential conflicts in site
usage. This procedure has workedvery we11 for CCNHA
and the LTERproject. Although
CCNHA
lies near a large metropolitan area, it is large enoughto withstand urban
pressures; its important natural areas are buffered by extensive oak forests and abandoned
fields.
CCNHA
is used the year around by research scientists, post-doctoral researchers, and
graduate student researchers. BecauseCCNHA
is only a 40 minute drive from the University
of Minnesota, researchers have the dual advantage of a natural area and nearby urban
facilities, including the University's library, herbarium, entomological collections,
computerfacilities, and analytical laboratories. MostUniversity faculty workingat CCNHA
commutethere on a daily basis during the field season. On-site housing is available for
visiting researchers, post-docs, graduate students, and undergraduate research assistants.
CCNHA
contains a variety of natural and culturally disturbed habitats, including a
thorough sequence of successional areas with knownpast history (Inouye et al. 1987).
The major vegetation types at CCNHA
and their approximatesizes are: old fields (850 ha);
wetland, marsh and carr (710 ha); oak savanna (250 ha); oak-hickory-aspen forest (130 ha);
conifer bog (70 ha); and Great Lakes pine forest (40 ha). Woodlotshave been free of
grazing and cutting for 45 or moreyears and are semi-natural. Forest composition is
strongly dependent on relation of natural firebreaks.
CCNHA
lies within the AnokaSand Plain, a large outwashplain covering about 2200
In someof the area, outwashsands have been reworkedby wind, resulting in a duneshaped topographydominatedby the Sartell soil series (Grigal et al. 1974). In other
areas, deposition was apparently by slower movingwaters and this, combinedwith a flat,
low physiographic position, has led to the formation of soils of the Soderville series.
Onthe broad flats located somedistance above the water table, soils of the Nymore
series, under the influence of savanna vegetation, have formeda Mollisol or prairie soil.
The Zimmerman
series is represented on muchof the remainingmineral upland. Glacial till
appears at the surface in a few spots and both Inceptisols and other Alfisols can be found
there. CCNHA
also has extensive areas of organic soils, or Histosols, associated with a
variety of lowland vegetation types.
km2.

2. Facilities
CCNHA
has nine permanentbuildings, including a new, modern,year-round research
laboratory, a newly-remodeleddormitory-kitchen, a shop building, a large storage building
and work area, a winterized animal holding facility, and four year-around family homes.
The facilities, which have been considerably expandedduring the past five years because
of the needs of the LTERproject and of other newresearch projects provide all the space
and services we need to perform our research.
Wehave an automatedweather station, and a complete, well-equipped analytical
6l,

chemistry laboratory that is used for soil, water and plant tissue analyses. Major items
of equipmentin the laboratory are: two TechniconAutoAnalyzers; two Apple II-e
microcomputersthat control the AutoAnalyzers and act as data loggers; analytical
balances; shaker tables; centrifuges; fune hood; three spectrophotometers,muffle furnace;
high-volumestill; drying ovens; pHmeter; culture boxes; autoclave; block digester.
Other major items of equipmentinclude: a Licor IRGAphotosynthesis system; a Licor leaf
area meter with automatic feed; a walk-in drying oven; three IBM-PC
controlled analytical
balances for automatedweighingand data entry; two IBM-PS
80 microcomputerswith 72 M
Byte hard disks (one of them a gift from IBM!);three IBM-JCT
microcomputers;a HewlettPackard Vectra microcomputer;two graphics plotters; a HPlaser printer; one letter
quality and four dot-matrix printers; drafting equipmentand automatedlettering machine;
microcomputer-controlledautomatic radio tracking grid for small mammals;LambdaPAR
collector and meter; wet- and dry-fall atmosphericcollectors; a truck; a station wagon;a
tractor.
3. Site Use Promotion
CCNHA
is open and available for research to any interested scientist from any
institution. Wehave both formal and informal mechanismsto encouragethe use of Cedar
Creek Natural History Area. Onceeach year CCNHA
announcesa competition, open to any
faculty at any college or university, for small grants designed to encouragethe
initiation of newresearch at Cedar Creek. Last year, grants totaling $20,000were madeto
5 scientists using funds provided by the University of Minnesota.The LTER
grant provided
additional support, totaling morethan $20,000, to the projects that were most relevant to
LTER.
The funds distributed last year were instrumental in getting Ors. Evil le Gorham,
MarkDavis, and Jean Molina workingat CCNHA.
Theyalso supported Dr. Patrice Morrow.Both
Davis and Morrowhave since obtained separate NSFfunding to support their CCNHA
research,
and Gorham,Molina and Davis are nowactive membersof the LTER
group. A previous CCNHA
grant to J. Reichmanof KansasState University also led to an NSFgrant for research at
CCNHA.
Weuse several methodsto "advertise" CCNHA.
The booklet "Long-Term
Ecological
Research in the United States: A Networkof ResearchSites" is widely distributed and has
led several scientists to contract us regarding workat CCNHA.
Our visibility is increased
by the frequency with whichwe publish papers in major journals, present papers at
national and international meetings, and give invited seminars in outside departments.
Becauseof our interest in encouragingothers to work at CCNHA,
wheneverpossible, we
point out the virtues of workingin the data rich environmentthat we provide. These
activities have led to an increasing numberof inquiries by outside scientists, of grant
proposals submitted to various agencies for CCNHA
research, and of funded projects. Some
examplesare:
Dr. Martha Christensen of the University of Wyoming
nowhas NSFsupport for a study
of the successional dynamicsof soil microfungi at CCNHA.
Dr. MarkDavis has NSFsupport for studies of spatial and temporal hierarchies, and
will spend his sabbatical year, 1988-1989,at the University of Minnesotawith the
LTERgroup.
Dr. S. Wilson had a proposal to do post-doctoral research at CCNHA
funded by the
National Science and EngineeringResearchCouncil of Canada,and nowhas a proposal
pending to NSFfor support of experimental studies of the interactive effects of
productivity and disturbance.
M. Palmer, a Ph.D. student at DukeUniversity, is collecting data in permanentplots
in an area subject to severe windthrowin 1983.
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Dr. T. Schowalter of the AndrewsLTER
established, with our cooperation, a log
decompositionstudy at CCNHA.
Dr. E. Schmidt, in a project that has been supported by NSF, is studying nitrifying
bacteria population dynamicsat CCNHA.
Dr. J. Reichmanhas nowcompletedan NSF-supportedstudy of gopher foraging
dynamicsat CCNHA.
Dr. L. Tieszen of AugustanaCollege, Sioux Fa11s, South Dakota, has an NSFproposal
currently in review to use stable isotopes to assess paleoecological changes in c3
and c4 grasses at CCNHA.
Dr. S. Collins of the University of Oklahomahas a proposal in review at NSFfor
studies of mechanismsof colonization of disturbed sites at CCNHA.
Dr. Michael Farris of St. 01af College, Northfield, MN,has initiated research on the
evolutionary importanceof physiological variation in plants, and plans to submit a
proposal to NSFon this.
Dr. S. Eisenrich of the Departmentof Civil and Mineral Engineering initiated a
programof monitoring the atmosphericloading rates of EPAclass I toxins at CCNHA.
Dr. J. Gurevitch of SUNY
Stony Brookhas established a series of experimental studies
of plant competition at CCNHA,
and plans to submit a proposal to NSFfor an expanded
version of the project.
Dr. Kathy Shea of St. Olaf College, Northfield, MN,has initiated research on the
evolution of sex in plants at CCNHA.
Dr. M. Seeley of the University's Institute of Agriculture, Forestry and Home
Economics,has started meteorological research at CCNHA
The MinnesotaPollution Control Agencyhas chosen CCNHA
as a site for their Acid
Deposition SamplingNetwork.
Dr. HenryAndersonof United States Geological Survey has established groundwater
mani tori ng we11s at CCNHA.
All of these activities have begunsince LTER
was initiated in 1982.All of themadd
to the breadth and depth of research activities at CCNHA.
They increase the size of the
research group at CCNHA
and the "data richness" of the environment. Eachof them provides
data of interest to others, and each of them benefits from data collected by others.
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AppendixIII. PERS<JlNEL
THELTER
WORKING
GROUP
The LTERproject has a core composedof 8 faculty-level researchers. Five of these,
including the CO-PI's,are tenured Full Professors at the University of Minnesota.Their
commitment
to the project, and the stability of their positions, will provide the
continuity and stability that long-term research requires.
CC1flACoreResearchers

Dr. Eville Gorham,Co-PI, Professor, Departmentof Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
Dr. David Grigal, Co-PI, Professor, Departmentof Soil Science
Dr. NancyHuntly, Assistant Professor, Departmentof Biological Sciences,
Idaho State University
Dr. RichardInouye,Affiliate Assistant Professor, Departmentof Biological Sciences,
Idaho State University
Dr.Jean Molina, Professor, Departmentof Soil Science
Dr. John Pastor, ResearchAssociate, Natural ResourcesResearchInstitute and Adjunct
Assistant Professor, Departmentof Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
Dr.AnthonyStarfield, Professor, Departmentsof Ecologyand Behavioral Biology and Civil
and Mineral Engineering
Dr. David Tilman, Co-PI, Professor, Departmentof Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
There are several other faculty whoare performingindependently-fundedresearch in
coordination with the LTERproject and whothus add to the breadth of our research team.
All of these have received benefits and support from the LTER
grant, but it is not a main
source of support:

Dr. KennethBrooks, Professor, Forestry and Certified Hydrologist
Dr. MarthaChristensen, Professor, Departmentof Botany, University of Wyoming
Dr.MarkDavis, Associate Professor, Macalester Co11ege, St. Paul, MN
Dr.Jessica Gurevitch, Assistant Professor, Departmentof Ecologyand Evolution, SUNY
Stony Brook
Dr. Patrice Morrow,Professor, Departmentof Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
Dr. EdwinSchmidt,Professor, Departmentsof Microbiologyand Soil Science
Dr.JohnTester, Professor, Departmentof Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
In addition, there are four post-doctoral researchers whoare integral membersof the
research group. As we did with Inouyeand Huntly, wewill encouragethese post-doctoral
researchers, and others whomwe hire in the future, to continue using CCNHA
as their main
research site after they leave Minnesota:

Dr. Scott Gleeson, Post-Doctoral Researcher
Dr. Jan Janssens, Post-Doctoral Researcher
Dr.Scott Wilson, National Science and EngineeringResearchCouncil of CanadaPostDoctoral Fe11ow
Dr. DonaldZak, Post-Doctoral Researcher
The final group of of CCNHA
researchers are graduate students workingtoward a Ph.D.
Becausemost of these have salary support directly fromthe University, we have been able
to attract a large numberof Ph.D. students to CCNHA
by offering supply and equipment
funds:
Taber Allison, Ph.D. Student in Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
Jeff Brokaw,Ph.D. Student in Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
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NancyJohnson, Ph.D. Student in Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
Robert McKane,Ph. d. Student in Soil Science
MikeNorland, Ph. D. Student in Soil Science
Martha Phillips, Ph.D. Student in Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
SharonStrauss, Ph.D. Student at Florida State University
David Wedin,Ph.D. Student in Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
Kathleen Zinnell, Ph.D. Student in Ecologyand Behavioral Biology
In addition to these researchers, CCNHA
has a full-time, year-around staff that
includes a resident manager(DaveBosanko),a secretary (BevMedveckY),
a chief
electronics engineer (Larry Kuechle), as well as part-time maintenanceworkers.
EXTERNAL
ADVISORY
C(Jf,IITTEE

Fromits inception, the CCNHA
LTER
has been guided by an External AdvisoryCommittee.
This committee,whichmeets once a year, has provided valuable input concerningthe
breadth, depth and scope of our project, as well as administrative details. Four
scientists serve on the committee. Wetry to arrange our annual meeting so that at least
2 (and preferably 3) committeemembersmayattend. The membersare:
1) Dr. Gene Likens, Institute of EcosystemStudies, NewYorkBotanical Gardens,
CaryArboretum,Millbrook, NY.
2) Dr. Jim MacHahon,
Departmentof Biology, Utah State University, Logon,Utah.
3) Dr. Henry Hom, BiologyDepartment,Princeton University, Princeton, NJ.
4) Dr. William Parton, Natural ResourceResearchInstitute, ColoradoState
University, Fort Collins, CO.
The next scheduledmeeting is May12-13, 1988.
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